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ABSTRACT

The Design, Development, and Evaluation of a Prototype Expert System for Achievement Test Design

Feng Yan

One application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is to use an expert system as an "intelligent" job aid to support on-the-job performance. Many of such expert systems have successfully performed complicated tasks requiring specific expertise, but few are capable of improving their users' overall understanding of the domain. An expert system - Test Authoring Assistant (TAA) - was designed, prototyped and tested. The resulting system was designed primarily to help its users to solve open-ended design problems and to assists the users in becoming domain experts themselves. TAA assists teachers, trainers and researchers in developing paper-pencil tests to measure people's achievement in the cognitive domain (Bloom, 1956). The study constructed the knowledge of the achievement test design process, and its underlying concepts and principles into a computable model, using Reigeluth - Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983). Computer experts, subject matter (domain) experts and end-users participated an formative evaluation. The results of the evaluation show that the operating TAA has presented the major features of the intended TAA, but it is still to be considered a prototype. The results of the evaluation also indicate that the intended TAA can be a very useful tool for the targeted users to design achievement tests of quality and to understand "how to" and "why" issues in the design process. Furthermore, the experience drawn from the study can be used in expert system development for open-ended design applications or for the expert system design with a concern for developing users' expertise.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Context of the Problem

Computer software has been used to reduce the burden of calculation and other repetitive tasks for a long time, but it is only in the last decade that people can use artificial intelligence outside of laboratories, specifically via expert systems, to solve problems which require reasoning and judgement (Walters & Nielsen, 1987). Expert systems, developed as "intelligent" job aids in business and industry, clone and disperse valuable expertise in various types of tasks (e.g., diagnosis, planning, design, monitoring and control). Many expert systems can produce "intelligent" judgement on how to perform the domain tasks, yet, they are often incapable of giving the user overall and heuristic explanations for their advice and actions. Many of such expert systems do claim that they can explain the "why" and "how" of their decisions, however, what they actually do is to track the path of the rules fired and present the path to the user. Often the messages generated in this way are too shallow and too fragmentary to enable the user to gain either a deep or a comprehensive understanding of the domain. Expert systems developed for educational purposes systematically teach the users to gain a deep and comprehensive understanding on a subject, but they usually cannot be used as tools to solve "real life" problems. The reason for this is that the knowledge representations of such systems only weakly reflect the alternative paths and effective control strategies of how the knowledge should be used to solve "real life" problems. More specifically, the knowledge used for educational purposes is constructed and communicated to learners using learning prerequisites in terms of "what must be learnt first", contrasted with "what must be done first" as a major concern in a "real life" problem-solving context.

Compared with the types of problems subjected to an expert system's solution (e.g., diagnostic, planning, monitoring, configuration and control), it is difficult to build real
"intelligence" into an expert system solving a design problem because the design problem is rather intractable. It is intractable since the rules used in a design process are too situationally dependent to be economically recorded into a computable model for expert system development. In other words, it renders the search space too large when design specifics are included in a system, therefore, practically, the possible final product of a design task normally cannot be predetermined and programmed.

**Purpose of Study**

The purpose of the present study is to examine some of the problems raised by attempting to construct a prototype of an expert "coaching" system which attempts to deal with an open-ended design problem. The system created here is a computable model that primarily helps to solve "real life" problems and at the same time teaches the user the deep and comprehensive knowledge involved.

The topic selected is a very practical one: to provide assistance for instructors and researchers in designing achievement tests. It was chosen because it is time consuming to design and develop a valid and reliable test instrument. Also, a test designer must have good knowledge and experience in the field so that s/he is able to produce an achievement test of high quality. Often, because of time pressure and/or lack of training, instructors develop tests with low levels of validity and reliability. The prototype represents an effort to make the expertise of test design more accessible to the end-users, and expert systems may prove to be good tools to assist them in designing higher quality test instruments.
CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

The purpose of this study is to explore the design strategies of an expert system which is able to assist a user in becoming an expert in the domain while the system is used as a tool to solve a development problem. According to the purpose of the study, Text Authoring Assistant (TAA) should have at least two functions: one is problem-solving and the other is coaching. For the first function, TAA is supposed to assist the user in performing design tasks; therefore, the key issue of this function is how an expert system can be designed to perform the design tasks. For the second function, TAA is supposed to help its user in becoming an expert in achievement test design; therefore, the key issue for this function is what are the content components that should be included in TAA. The two functions are not independent, but they should work coherently; thus, the third issue is that how these two major components, in a form of user-machine communications, should be integrated. These issues are elaborated below.

Expert Systems to Solve Design Problems

TAA is an expert system application to help its users to perform design tasks. Some researchers in the AI field put design and configuration under the same category (Waterman, 1986). Design is similar to configuration in that both are tasks of combining suitable components harmoniously, based on a given set of constraints to satisfy a goal. Usually, in configuration and design problems, the combination of components - a possible final product - cannot be predetermined; on the other hand, the possible solutions of diagnostic problems (e.g., the names of possible diseases and the prescriptions to treat them) can be predetermined. Although they are similar in the general approach used to solve the problems, there is a significant difference in their nature and tactics: a design process relies on very few fixed rules at a concrete level, thus, it is a highly unstructured task; since the knowledge of components and their
compatibilities (e.g., the models of computer parts and their compatibilities) can be expressed explicitly through production rules, configuration is a well structured task. To solve a configuration problem with an expert system, one will select pre-specifed components and combine them; however, to solve a design problem with an expert system, one has to create components, and then combine them.

The difficulty in creating components on-line by computer is one of the major reasons behind the fact that expert systems to solve design problems are used mostly in the areas of "hard" sciences or technology, such as digital or microelectronic circuits design: e.g., PALLADIO (Brown & Tong, 1983), PEACE (Dinabas, 1980), REDISIGN (Mitchell & Steinberg, 1983). Those expert systems have sophisticated simulation and graphic features, so that the user can visualize the process and results of the design. The simulation is used to verify or test design ideas when a user constructs a partial design. Because the features, functions and compatibilities of the components can easily be specified in the microelectronic circuits design, the expert systems do not need to create individual components, rather, they help the user select a good combination of components to serve the purpose of the task. As a matter of fact, most expert systems of this sort are actually just doing configuration, but called it "design". That is why it is said an expert system used to solve a design problem is nothing more than a "compiler", which does very little real "design" (Waterman, 1986).

Compared with the number of expert systems developed to solve design problems in "hard" sciences, fewer expert systems have ever been created to perform design tasks in "soft" sciences. One of the major reasons is that it is far more difficult, in a design task of "soft" science, to describe the nature of the components and their compatibility at a concrete level than it is in a "hard" science. To illustrate this point, it is practically impossible for an expert system to assist in judging the validity and reliability of a test by reading test items created by a user; however, it is a standard practice for an expert
system performing microelectronic circuits design to simulate the consequence of a product designed by a user or partially designed by the system.

For expert system development, the difficulty associated with formulating explicit solutions in the form of production rules is due to the wide gap between the explicit solutions that an expert verbalizes and vague heuristic control approaches that are actually used. In the case of achievement test design, principles are well documented and researched by educators and psychologists, but the domain heuristics at a concrete level are too situational to be transformed into production rules. For instance, if an expert is asked why s/he includes certain tasks/behaviors/performance in a test, s/he may say that the purpose of the test is to see whether or not the learners are ready for instruction. The tasks included are the minimum skills in order to start the instruction. The gap between the conditions (if) and the actions (then) is obvious in the above case, as the condition part of a production rule, "learners' readiness for the instruction" is concrete, but "minimum skills" as a conclusion part of a production rule is very abstract. From that "if-then" rule, one can hardly see any logical connections between learners' readiness and what the expert has decided to be tested, except what has been included in the test as minimum skills. With such a gap between conditions ("if") and actions ("then"), it is unlikely that this type of knowledge can be directly transformed into production rules so that an expert system can give explicit and ready-to-use solutions to its user. Another difficulty in developing an expert system for a design task in "soft" science is the wide knowledge scope a system has to cope with. For instance, a system designated to perform test design tasks should not be restricted to a particular subject matter, e.g., math, social science, language, computer science; nor should it be restricted by characteristics of testees, e.g., university students, first graders in elementary school. Consequently, in expert system design, the coverage of the expertise, the level of abstraction and the possible searching space must be well balanced.

Consistency Between Job Aid and Expertise Development
The designed expert system - Test Authoring Assistant (TAA) - will function as a job aid. The job aid has a long history in the working place (e.g., procedures and manuals). Although traditional job aids are widely used, they often have weaknesses embedded in their construction. For instance, traditional job aids are often too complex to use (Harmon, 1987): i.e., a novice usually is not clear at all about where to look for solutions from a manual, and when s/he is faced with non-standard cases, s/he does not know how to generate new solutions by reading a standard case from a manual. Expert systems used in industry are very similar to traditional job aids in the sense that the purpose of both is to prompt the expected performance by giving the user the guidelines, regulations and information about the tasks. However, expert systems as job aids are superior to traditional job aids: in that they can save users’ time in searching for solutions and in that they can give solutions according to situations.

Although expert systems are superior to traditional job aids in terms of making expertise much more accessible to the inexperienced practitioner, there is concern about the de-skilling of the end-user and also about the danger of incorrect performance due to blind acceptance of the advice from the system (Elmore, 1986; Woolf, 1988). If expert system technology is expected to improve on-the-job performance in a long run, it must have certain features to affect its user's overall understanding of a domain. Research studies on the development of human expertise may give some lights on this issue.

One way of helping novices to become experts is to enhance their reasoning processes through representing the experts' reasoning processes to them. In order to reveal the experts' reasoning processes to the user, it has recently become a trend to establish the psychological validity of the knowledge representation in the expert system design. Psychological validity refers to the consistency between the reasoning process of an expert and the program (Clancy, 1987). The concept of the psychological validity might be used in a broader sense: it can refer to the consistency between the communication of a system with its users and the expertise development in that field. The
issue of psychological validity manifests itself whenever one creates an interface between the communication design of an expert system and the development of human expertise.

In terms of human expertise development, researchers in the field agree that it is acquired in two complementary ways: schooling, and practice in the field (Keravnou & Johnson, 1986; Harmon, 1987). Another way of expressing these two components is that theoretical knowledge is gained in the educational process and that heuristic knowledge is developed from working experience. Of them, the latter can be further categorized into rules of thumb and global problem-solving strategies for a domain.

Although there is general agreement that extensive practice in the field is essential for expertise development, there are different views on how this process occurs. Keravnou and Johnson (1986) state that knowledge represented in education has two features: one is that it is static and that it is others' knowledge instead of learners'. It is common that the knowledge represented in textbooks or other educational media for schooling are structured by learning prerequisites concerning "what should be learnt first". In schools, practice assigned to students is created according to the students' knowledge level: they are common problems and ideal cases to illustrate how a newly learnt piece of knowledge should be used. Because the knowledge representation in formal education is usually very weak in illustrating alternative paths, key patterns and strategies in "real life" problem-solving, Keravnou and Johnson (1986) consider that in order to become an expert, one has to deeply internalize and restructure basic concepts and theories derived from others. This process requires a person to have a solid knowledge structure to do intensive cross-referencing. S/he also needs consistent feedback during "real life" problem-solving; therefore, basic and theoretical knowledge gained from education, and heuristics compiled through practice in the field are two interdependent instruments which affect the development of the human expertise.

In contrast with Keravnou and Johnson's point of view, Harmon (1987) feels that expertise developed in education and in the field represents a division of cognitive
psychology. That means one can develop expertise without formal education or without extensive practice in the field. Examples cited by him are skilled technicians and master crafts persons who start as apprentices, observe mentors and become experts within their domain without benefit of formal training; on the other hand, some academic specialists, like logicians or theoretical mathematicians, compile general theories without benefit of experience. Therefore, he considers knowledge structure in an education setting to be irrelevant to the design of an expert system as a job aid. Knowledge communicated by schooling is primarily declarative in nature and knowledge in practice is more procedural. The formal knowledge of schooling usually fails to indicated exactly how one should proceed when faced with a specific problem because it is too large to search. The expertise built upon experiential knowledge shows the practitioner to look for the key patterns or important relationships that indicate how to approach the problem which becomes the base for designing a job aid; therefore Harmon (1987) promotes a type of intelligent job aid which prompts performance rather than asking employees to memorize procedures or learn the theory, or deep structure, underlying a procedure.

Harmon's (1987) assumptions are reflected in common practice of expert system applications for schools and for business in a sense that expert systems in education and business are very distinctive. Most of the expert systems used in business and industry incorporate rules of thumb, and their output messages are ready-to-use solutions. Some expert systems are able to communicate with its user about partial problem solving strategies. Usually, the expert systems used for on-the-job performance include little theoretical knowledge structured according to a logical classification scheme; and very few of them have an overlay model to monitor the users' understanding of the task. On the other hand, the expert systems used for educational purposes have the theoretical knowledge structured according to a standard or a popular classification, and the knowledge is communicated to the user according to the learning prerequisite of a topic. So far expert systems for educational purposes have been mainly concerned with how to
teach basic concepts and principles and how to apply them in standard or common cases. It is very common that an expert system for educational purposes has an overlay student model and the expert's model to monitor the users' progress. Also it has the component of teaching strategies to give feedback to the students' actions. The features of expert systems created in these two settings reveal that neither of the standard models fit with the purpose of TAA: the model of the expert systems created for the education purposes are very weak to solve "real life" problems, and the model of the expert systems created for improving on-the-job performance hardly do anything to help their users to become experts.

If the studies of the development of human expertise are used as guidance to design an expert system, Keravnou and Johnsnon's model of expertise development makes more sense than Harmon's model. Formal education and field practice are proportionally different at each learning stage of various expertise development. Patterns of Keravnou and Johnsnon's model of internalization of theoretical knowledge can be evident in most occupations, such as medical doctors, engineers. To become an expert in such an occupation, one must go to formal schooling to get the basic and general education, and then, practice extensively in the field. The internalization of the external and static knowledge is also evident even in the examples cited by Harmon (1987), e.g., craftsmen, locksmith: although this type of expertise (psychomotor skills) development requires mainly practice in the field, there are principles and concepts (cognitive components in psychomotor skills) which can be expressed verbally. On the other hand, academic expertise seems always developed in a formal education setting, however, it does not imply that no experience in the "real-life" problem solving is required. For an academic specialist, like a logician or a theoretical mathematician, the formal education and field practice are intertwined and overlapped, because real world problems can be created and treated in a laboratory.
Although aims of expert system applications in industry and education are very different, the underlying principles of expertise structure are consistent: that expertise has both heuristics and theories, and it has structures for both factual knowledge and problem solving. It might be very difficult to verbalize the heuristics precisely or state underlying theories in one or the other case, but it should be seen as proportionally different rather than capability specific to one environment. Therefore, a good expert system either as an educational instruction or as a job aid should have three well balanced components. The three components refer to theoretical knowledge structured as logical chains of the domain knowledge, problem solving strategies and tactics structured according to key patterns of real world problems and a user's model (in an instructional expert system program it is often called as student model). "To be well balanced" means the weight of each of the above components is consistent with the purpose of an expert system program. With the purpose of improving users' on-the-job performance, an "intelligent" job aid should be problem-solving oriented and backed up by underlying theories and concepts. Also it should reflect the experts' problem solving at a more abstract level in order to communicate with the user how to produce optimal solutions in a non-standard situation. The value of this approach extends beyond appropriate solutions for the user, but improves the users' competence in that domain. An expert system as a job aid should have a user's model, but it certainly will be very different with that of most expert systems used for educational purpose. In other words, an expert system design should reflect the features of its purpose.

To summarize, expert systems applications used for formal educational instruction and job performance assistance should not be viewed as two distinct classes if the ultimate aim of the applications is to improve users' or students' competence. Therefore, expert systems used in educational and business settings should have three basic components:

1. theoretical knowledge including concepts and principles;
2. problem solving strategies; and
3. user's model/student model. Furthermore, the content and weight of these components should be selected and balanced to serve the prioritized purposes of a system.

Based upon the above beliefs, a theoretical model of design is useful as a tool in creating such an expert system. Such model helps in organizing and sequencing the logic and concept development of the system. An ideal model should be flexible enough to serve different kinds of purposes, and simple enough to be technically feasible to implement.

A model which has these features is Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983). The theory extends and integrates Ausubel's subsumptive sequencing, Bruner's spiral curriculum, Norman's web learning and Merrill's component display theory. It deals with organizational strategies at the macro level: selection, sequencing, synthesization and summarizing of subject-matter content.

One of the advantages of Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983) is it has a great flexibility in organizing program content and constructing operation sequences. According to the emphasis of an application, one may use one of the three types of knowledge as the epitomizing content: theoretical, conceptual and procedural. For example, if the purpose of a system is to improve users' understanding of theoretical knowledge, like in economics, then theoretical knowledge can be chosen as the main structure of the program, and conceptual and procedural knowledge will be incorporated as supporting components. If the problems a system deals with are procedural-decision intensive which are common in expert sytse. is as job aids, the procedural knowledge can be chosen as its epitomizing content, and related concepts and principles will be structured in the forms of explanations and instructions as supporting components. Obviously, using Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983) as the guideline will make an expert system design
more rational: in the process of choosing epitomizing content as the main structure of the program and in the process of balancing the weights among the components, a system designer has to match the prioritized purposes of the system and the design of the system. Also, defining the epitomizing content and its supporting content will enhance its coherence and consistence where various types of activities have to be integrated in a program.

Another advantages of the Elaboration Theory of Instruction is that it has a powerful capability to aid the selection and sequencing communication with the user. This is controlled by an elaborative sequence, which is a simple-to-complex sequence where:
a) The epitomizing is done on the basis of only one single type of content, and it is used throughout a learning unit. Either concept or procedure or principle can be used as the epitomizing content;
b) The ideas are epitomized rather than summarized at the beginning of each learning unit. The epitomizing allows the user to get started at a concrete level with a manageable amount information. The simple-to-complex sequence leads a user to zoom into details as s/he wishes and go back to the main track at any time. Very different from a popular instructional format, only at the end of each learning unit, the epitomizing content is synthesized in a larger knowledge context. The "zoom into" and "zoom out" methods are very suitable for a computer program because the screen of a computer monitor can deal with only a small amount of information at a time. Background information has to be stored in the computer memory and to be represented to the user when it is required. The "zoom into" and "zoom out" methods can help a user to make effective and structured cross-referencing without an overload of too much information.

One thing which needs to be mentioned is that Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983) was developed originally for instruction in formal education environments. Seldom has this model been used in expert system design which helps its users to solve "real life" problems; therefore, the structure of
procedural knowledge defined in the elaboration theory of instruction (e.g., "state the proper steps of a chemistry experiment") is too sketchy to be used as the epitomizing content when the purpose of a program is to solve "real life" problems. Furthermore, the model is not meant to assist expert system design; therefore, the communication of TAA with the end-user has to be structured more specifically than the model described. (Refer to Chapter 5, Design and Development to see how Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction was adapted in this study.)

To summarize, in this chapter we have discussed two major issues: development of expert systems to solve design problems and implications of expertise development in designing an "intelligent" job-aid. We also described Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction model which was adapted for this system design. In the next chapter we will review the nature of achievement tests, the practice in the field and the expertise development in achievement test design.
Chapter 3

Achievement Test Design As Knowledge Domain

Achievement test design, which measures knowledge and skill acquisition in the cognitive domain (Bloom, 1957), is chosen as the knowledge domain for TAA. The application and nature of it suggests the coverage and the scope of TAA; the circumstances of field practice and the expertise development of the profession rationalizes why this expertise is chosen as the knowledge domain.

Application of Achievement Tests

As the target of a test instrument, performance is defined as human behavior and accomplishment, both overt and covert. Overt behavior is often used as an indicator of covert behavior. Based on Meherns & Lehmann's taxonomy (1978), which overlaps with Bloom's (1956) performance category for structuring educational objectives, six components can be classified in human performance for measuring purposes:

1. Knowledge acquisition & understanding in the cognitive domain
2. Psychomotor skills
3. Communication skills
4. Attitude, values and preference
5. Behavior patterns
6. Aptitude, potentials and competence.

These six dimensions of human behavior are often measured in the educational field and in the work environment. Different types of test instruments are used to measure different targeted performance, although they may all be constructed on paper requiring that testees use pencils to complete them. For instance, according to the standard definition, an achievement test measures testees' acquisition of knowledge and skills in the cognitive domain (Bloom, 1957) while an aptitude test measures a person's
ability in terms of his or her potentials. An achievement test is different also from attitude survey which investigates a person's opinion to infer that how s/he will act in a given situation.

Among test instruments (e.g., aptitude test, personality assessment and attitude survey), achievement tests are the most widely used human performance measurement tools and they touch all aspects of our lives. For instance, in schools educators and teachers use performance testing to give grades on students' achievement, classify students for placement or modify learning materials and activities; in business, management uses performance measurement to make decisions on training, promotion and compensation. Classroom testing, performance appraisal and formative or summative evaluation of learning are but a few examples of using achievement tests for performance measurement.

**Nature of Test Design**

The design and construction of a test instrument are critical tasks in an evaluation process (see Figure 1). Like any problem solving process, the test design process consists of identifying the goals, searching for alternatives and making decisions within constraints and/or altering the constraints. Constructing a test instrument belongs to the design category. Similar to the nature of other design problems, the test design process includes choosing levels of measurement, test type, test format, deciding its length and constructing the test items. All these decisions are made with consideration for the testing purpose, subject content, testees' characteristics and resource availability.

In a test design and development process, an expert will clarify or make decisions for the following questions:

1. What type of decision do we want to make based on the information generated by the measurement?
2. What are the performances or accomplishments that can be used as the indicators to what we want to know?
3. What are the constraints and opportunities in using the different methods or formats?

4. What are the methods and formats we should use to measure the performance or accomplishments we are interested in?

5. In what manner should test items be constructed.

All these decisions in designing a test are governed by the principles of validity, reliability and feasibility.

Although these three factors are overall concerns in test design, the relationship among them is complex. For instance, reliability provides the consistency; however, a test instrument with a high degree of reliability does not guarantee a high degree of validity of the test (Gronlund, 1981). Thus, the spirit and also the difficulty in test design is to ensure an optimal balance of the three. For instance, the degree of reliability
will be increased if the number of items for an objective is increased; however, because of limited test time, only a certain number of items can be included in any given test. Considering this, a test designer has to decide how to distribute the number of items among tested objectives so that the reliability of an objective and the reliability of a test as a whole will be balanced.

Even though the above three principles applies to any test design situations, with different purposes of using test instruments, people will have different emphasis or concerns regarding validity, reliability and feasibility. For instance, the reliability of a test instrument for a research purpose will carry more weight than that of a test instrument used for grading learners' achievement at the end of a term. In Chapter 5, System Design and Development, how the domain knowledge being structured into a computable model is explained in detail.

**Practice In Test Design**

The concepts and principles for designing a valid and reliable test instrument are not difficult to understand, but tests are often poorly designed. For instance, according to the 1975 study supported by the U.S. Office of Education, 20 percent of adult Americans are functionally illiterate. This figure contrasts sharply with earlier traditional statistics in which the illiteracy rate was described as being only 1 per cent. The sudden leap was explained as follows: up to 1969, literacy was measured by reading behavior; but in the 1970s, literacy was measured by reading accomplishment (Gilbert, 1978). The discrepancy between the purpose of evaluation and the performance to be measured is one of many serious problems existing in achievement test design.

It is time consuming to design a good instrument to measure human performance, because a test designer has to make extensive cross-referencing from a great deal of information and continually balance many factors throughout the design process. It is said that an experienced person cannot write more than ten test items a day (Mehrens & Lehmann, 1978). During this process it is almost unavoidable to overlook some
important elements that should be taken into consideration. Because of the time required to design a high quality test instrument, an instructor made test (vs. a standard test) is often produced by sacrificing quality to the development efficiency.

**Development of Expertise In Test Design**

Expertise in test design belongs to the cognitive domain. Like any skills in the cognitive domain, expertise development requires a good understanding of the subject. This understanding includes both theoretical knowledge and heuristics. Also, the development of expertise requires sufficient practice in the field, but practice will not have much effect unless it is supported by timely and clear feedback on the performance.

Although there is a body of knowledge and methodology on human behavior measurement which is well researched and documented, this knowledge is largely restricted to psychologists, professional testing writers and evaluators. In either a business or school setting, most tests are designed by practitioners, and few of them have adequate training in designing high quality performance measurement instruments.

Even for those who have previous training, the opportunities to practice are insufficient to develop expertise unless the individual is a professional test developer. For instructors and trainers, the design of tests and appraisal instruments is only a small proportion of their daily tasks.

Furthermore, it seems that years of experience in the field dose not necessarily lead to better expertise, as practitioners in the field seldom get clear feedback externally from peers and supervisors or internally from the consequences of the designed test. Often, feedback emerging as a consequence of inappropriate measurement is too subtle to have an effect on the designers' future performance, because it is very difficult for people who do not have special knowledge in the area of test design to recognize that an inappropriate decision has made on the basis of the information generated by an inappropriate measurement.
Chapter 4

System Description

At present, the designed system (Test Authoring Assistant) has not reached its final stage of development. To varying degrees, TAA has met some of its requirements defined below. Please refer to Chapter 5 "Design and Development" for a detailed explanation on the present development stage and Chapter 6 "Results" for recommendations for further development.

Development and Delivering Environment

TAA was developed to assist teachers, trainers and researchers in achievement test design. Achievement test design is a mixture of algorithmic (at procedural level) and heuristic (at decision making level) tasks. Expert system technology was chosen because it can accommodate both types of tasks. The conventional computer technology may be efficient do perform algorithmic tasks, but it is not optimal to do pattern matching for heuristic reasoning and inference.

TAA was built by using Intelligence Compiler version 2.1, an expert system shell for the IBM PC. The prototype of TAA was developed on an IBM PC with one megabyte of memory. Because a monochrome monitor could not show the difference when a predicate was defined, a color monitor was used for the development. TAA, as a prototype, can be delivered on an IBM PC with one megabyte memory and on either a monochrome monitor or a color monitor.

The programing tool for TAA's development was chosen among three expert system development shells available in Concordia University: M.I, Exsys and Intelligence Compiler. In choosing a development tool for prototyping TAA, some authoring language shells available in Concordia University were also considered, namely, Hypercard and Course of Action. The decision to use Intelligence Compiler as the programming tool of TAA was based upon the compatibility between the requirement
of TAA's development and the capabilities of each expert system development shell.

Based upon the following facts Intelligence Compiler was chosen as the development tool for TAA:

a) Intelligence Compiler has a greater variety of knowledge representation schemes, (e.g., frame, list, backward and forward chaining rule, table and static text) than the other two shells do. For instance, the other two shells do not have frame and table representation schemes which are essential for the targeted test design problem: three tables are needed when TTA is constructing test specifications.

b) Intelligence Compiler has a tracing function which reveals how the inference process is proceeding, at a chosen speed and a level of detail. Neither of the other authoring languages has a tracing function which allows a programmer to see how the rules are fired. The tracing function of Intelligence Compiler is superior to that of the other two shells in terms of its convenience and flexibility. Without such a tracing function, the efficiency of the system development is compromised.

c) In order to read users' input accurately, TAA needs various types of menus from which a user can make his or her choice(s). Intelligence Compiler has sets of built-in commands which allow such menus to be constructed easily, but the other two shells do not have similar built-in commands.

d) When it helps users to develop an achievement test, TAA needs to reorganize and refine a set of data iteratively; therefore, an appropriate development shell must have corresponding built-in commands (e.g., no-backtracking, recursion, variable substitution) to perform such tasks. Among the three expert system development shells, Intelligence Compiler has the richest variety of such commands.

e) The operation of TAA requires efficient variable substitutions because many inference procedures and the structures of screen displays will be used several times. Neither Hypercard nor Course of Action support efficient variable substitution.
Because of the above technical weaknesses with these two authoring languages neither of them was chosen as the development tool for TAA although they enable a programmer to build a high quality user interface easily.

**Description of End User**

TAA is designed for teachers, trainers and researchers who will design and develop test instruments to measure achievement in the cognitive domain. TAA is supposed to meet the different needs of different people: from those who have a minimum amount of knowledge in teaching and evaluation to those who are experts in test design. TAA also accommodates the user who has little knowledge about computer programming.

**System Requirements**

The primary purpose of TAA is to assist the user in completing the test design task successfully. Furthermore TAA should help the user gain a deeper understanding of the design process. In order to fulfil these two purposes, TAA should be able to:

1. lead the user through a process that an expert will go through in his/her design process;
2. give easy access to alternatives in designing a test;
3. be used partially for a particular task;
4. assist the user in making systemic decisions in choosing alternatives along the design process;
5. offer the user the background knowledge in the domain of designing a test instrument;
6. give the user its justification and explanation about its advice.

   The justification should reflect the overall concern or strategies in the professional design process;
7. communicate with the user in a natural way;
8. give assistance to the user tailored to the users' needs;
9. substantially reduce the design time required if they are done manually and properly.
TAA has two major limitations: one is that it automates only the procedural and technical, but touches little of the ethical (philosophy) and aesthetic (artistic) aspects of test design, and second, it cannot help its users to produce graphics as a part of a test item.

Although the tasks in different phases (e.g., design an experiment or evaluation, design testing instrument and interpret results) of an experiment or an evaluation are governed by a single set of principles (validity, reliability and feasibility), TAA deals only with the test design stage of the overall evaluation process: it does not touch the tasks and its related issues in experimental design or in the analysis of test results.

TAA helps the user to complete six major sequential tasks (See Appendix 1, Figure 1). The flow charts in Appendix 1 show how the procedural tasks are performed by TAA. Please refer to Appendix 6 to see the objects and their values used by TAA to perform these tasks. The following discussion explains the task sequence and the overall strategies of TAA operation. If you want to see how the decisions and advice are made, please refer to the coding of the backward rules on one of two diskettes attached to the thesis.

The six major tasks that TAA performs are:
1. gather background information about the test;
2. formulate performance objectives;
3. choose test format;
4. develop test specifications;
5. decide the length of the test;
6. write up test items.

In the first phase of the design process, a user (test designer) defines the purpose and preconditions of the test. The purpose of the test refers to what types of decisions will be made from the results of the test. The preconditions of the test will be the external constraints of the test. Some of the constraints cannot be changed for the test (e.g.,
testees' education level); while others can (e.g., length of test time or method of scoring the test). Factors which will influence the decisions in the test design process will be gathered and recorded in this stage (See Appendix 1, Figures 1.1).

In the second phase, the user (test designer) will consider what types of performance (Bloom, 1956) should be measured for the purpose of the test. From there, the test designer will formulate the behavioral objectives as targets of the test. In this phase, the importance of different types of performance defined according to the purpose of the test and benefit for the testee will be clarified (See Appendix 1, Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3).

In the third phase, TAA and the user (test designer) will jointly decide which of the six test formats will be used for a particular behavioral objective. The analysis is based upon the compatibility between the type of performance that an item format can measure and a particular type of performance to be measured. Having decided what type of test item will be used for a particular behavioral objective, TAA will decide the time needed for a testee to complete the test item (See Appendix 1, Figures 3.0, 3.1 and 3.2).

In the fourth phase, by using a matrix, TAA will help the user to develop a test specification as a blueprint for the test. The blueprint is drawn based upon the intentions of the test. By defining a score distribution among the tested topics with the corresponding levels of performance, a test specification should express the comparative importance of levels of performance corresponding to the topics. In the process of constructing a test specification, TAA will present the matrix of a test specification on the screen with topics displayed in the first column and performance levels on the first line. Based upon the purpose and the type of the test, TAA will advise the user about the appropriated focus, difficulty level and coverage for the test, and then TAA will require that the user puts in the subtotal of scores distributed at each level of performance and with each topic. TAA will calculate appropriate cell values and assign them to each cell which represents the score value for each topic at a particular performance level. The
calculated cell values are the closest ones to the user's desires, which is based upon the score distribution subtotals put in by the user on the performance levels and the topics. While calculating the score distribution, TAA adjusts the inconsistency of the subtotals that the user has put in. Please refer to Appendix 1, Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 for detailed calculation formulas.

In the fifth phase, TAA will help the user to decide which objectives and how many test items for each objective should actually be included in a test. The decision is based upon the test time available and the test time required for objectives (testing time required is calculated by TAA). The actual score distribution among levels of performance with topics are balance according to the test specifications developed in the fourth phase. The discrepancy will be identified by comparing the planned value and the actual score value at each level of performance within each topic. The discrepancy occurs when too many or insufficient objectives are included in a test according to the test specifications. The difference among them would be balanced by adjusting the number of objectives or the test items of a particular objective or the test specifications (See Appendix 1, Figures 5.1 and 5.2).

In the sixth phase, TAA will assist the user in writing individual test items according to the types of test items (See Appendix 1, Figure 6.1).

These six major tasks are further decomposed into more concrete subtasks. At each stage TAA is able to give advice on how to perform the task and on how to use the computer. The related concepts and principles are ready for the user to review along the test design process.

System Functions

To assist the user in completing the six major tasks mentioned above, TAA plays three roles. The user can choose any combination of them. The roles it plays are:

1. an adviser
2. an instructor
3. a compiler.

As an adviser, TAA draws conclusions and makes decisions as other expert systems do. Since the design of achievement tests is an open-ended process, TAA sometimes tells the user upon what factors a decision has been made, and then it asks the user's opinion about the decision. That means the user has the final say on the decision, provided that the principles and examples of making a decision on a particular task are presented to the user. Besides the explicit conclusions that it will give (e.g., decisions on which item format should be used), TAA also gives the user advice in a rather directive manner. For instance, TAA will look at the purpose of a test and then suggest difficulty level, coverage and focus of a test be used. Such suggestions are subjected to interpretations of the user (e.g., focus in a test to measure prerequisite skills should be the minimum skills that a learner needs in order to start instruction). More specifically, it is the user's (test designer's) responsibility to decide what are the minimum skills to be tested.

As a compiler, TAA handles the basic administrative tasks in test design. The tasks of book-keeping and administration for an expert system dealing with a design problem is heavier than that with a diagnostic problem, because a test design program, like any other design application, is not only advisory but also constructive in nature (Freksa, 1986). That means, in its process of continuous refinement, a great proportion of data and information has to be processed and reconstructed several times before the test is completely developed. For instance, after general objectives are formulated, all of them will be retrieved and refined into specific ones. Also, when a test designer writes test items, it will be easier for him or her to write them according to the topics; however, the developed test items of a test should be rearranged according to their test types (e.g., starting with true-false type, followed by multiple-choice items, and then essay type questions), and only after that can the test be implemented. This order reflects how most tests are arranged (Mehrens & Lehmann, 1978). To reduce this burden of trivial, but important and time consuming, tasks for the test developer in writing test items, TAA
presents the objectives to the user by topics and under the heading of a topic the test items are developed. TAA will later reorganize the test items according to the format as a ready-to-use test. Besides retrieving and reorganizing data, TAA does many calculations in the test design, such as calculate score values and develop test specifications.

As an instructor, TAA gives the user instructions on the concepts and principles which a test designer should understand in order to develop a validate and reliable test. The instruction also puts the immediately related concepts and principles into a larger context in terms of how these concepts and principles are related to the others. Please refer to Chapter 5. "System Design and Development" for a detailed explanation of the TAA's instruction function.
CHAPTER 5
System Design And Development

Content and Scope of Domain Knowledge of TAA

The most general way to describe expert system design is to state the scope of the domain knowledge in which the system operates and then to decide how a knowledge representation should best be structured for easy understanding, and for effective and efficient operation. Both decisions (the scope and the structure of knowledge representation) depend upon a good understanding of the domain knowledge.

The sources of the domain knowledge are mainly Bloom's (1956), Mehrens & Lehmann's (1975) and Gronlund (1981)'s works; as well as the subject matter experts (domain experts) associated with the project at Concordia University.

Basically, the knowledge of any domain can be modeled in two ways: either by the information dependency for the problem-solving process or by the formal structure of the principles and concepts. The model of information dependency concerns "what task should be completed first" and "how decisions are made in each task" while the model of theoretical knowledge concerns "how the concepts and principles of a domain can be logically classified". With an expert system solution for improving on-the-job performance purpose, domain knowledge is mostly modeled only by information dependency for decision making. With an expert system for educational purposes, domain knowledge is modeled by the formal classification of concepts and principles.

If an expert system purely gives advice on how to perform the task, it will be sufficient and effective to model the domain knowledge only according to the information dependency of the decision process. Since TAA has a second function, that is, to teach the user the deep and overall knowledge underlying the task, it is necessary that the theoretical and background knowledge is incorporated into the information dependency model and structured by the learning prerequisite.
Based upon the above consideration, for TAA's operation, the domain knowledge is modeled from two angles: one according to the information dependency for the decision making, the other according to the formal concept and principle structure in achievement test design. Because the primary purpose of TAA is on-the-job problem-solving, the theoretical knowledge is incorporated within the structure of the information dependency module. The most important principles of achievement test design (i.e., validity, reliability and feasibility) are used as the overall control strategy, and they are modeled within the theoretical knowledge structure as a learning content. Figure 2 illustrates the information dependency of the test design process. Figure 3 illustrates the logical structure of the theoretical knowledge and how it is integrated into the decision making model of what to measure and how to measure; and its overall control.

From the decision-making point of view, a test developer will specify "what to measure" and eventually arrive at the decisions regarding "how to measure". "What to measure" refers to what type(s) of performance will be chosen as the target of a test and this decision should be derived from an analysis of the purpose of the test and characteristics of the testees. Concerning the compatibility of the two, the decisions on "how to measure" depend upon the "what to measure", and the external constraints of a particular test. In terms of "how to measure," the test designer must decide:

1. what combination of test item types (e.g., multiple choice, restricted response), should be employed;
2. the length of the test (e.g. how many items are needed for each performance measured) and
3. the wording of the items (which refers to the actual construction of individual test items).

The decisions on "how to measure" questions are not isolated ones but rather are interdependent. For instance, the decision of choosing an item format depends on the
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performance it measures; and the decision on the length of the test is based upon the
degree of reliability required, formats the test employed and the test time available.

From the classification of theoretical knowledge point of view, the concepts and
principles of the achievement test design are modeled under three titles corresponding to
the structure of the decision making in the achievement test design:
a) what to measure;
b) how to measure; and
c) overall control strategy.

Regarding the concepts and principles under the "what to measure" category,
Bloom's (1956) taxonomy is adopted as the scheme to represent levels of performance to
be measured. The taxonomy consists of six levels:
1. Knowledge
2. Comprehension
3. Analysis
4. Application
5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation

The knowledge level is the lowest level and the evaluation is the highest. A higher level
encompasses lower levels of performance.

The six most popular test items formats are classified under the "how to measure"
category. Choosing an item format, like true-false or multiple choice, is based upon a
particular performance in focus and what level of performance the tester is interested in.
Figure 3 shows the classification of the test item format. Also "difficulty level", "focus"
and "coverage" are the concepts and principles in the "how to measure" category.

The most important principles which affect the test design process as a whole are
those of validity, reliability and feasibility. They are the overall control strategy in the test
design. Validity refers to the extent that the results serve the particular uses for which
they are intended. Reliability refers to the consistency of measurement (Gronlund, 1981). Feasibility is a practical consideration in the design of a test, such as test time available and resources available to construct and score the test. Validity and reliability are governed by the purpose of an evaluation; they are both constrained by the feasibility in the situation of a particular test and affected by how the test items are structured and worded.

The above discussions describe how the practice and the static knowledge of achievement test design are conceptualized for the TAA's operation. In the following sections, the discussions focus upon the implementation issues of TAA.

**Test Authoring Assistant to Solve Design Problems**

Text Authoring Assistant (TAA) is an expert system application to help its users to perform design tasks. Because of the disadvantages (the impossibility to pre-form explicit solutions and the wide coverage of the subject matter) embedded in the nature of design tasks, the major challenge of TAA's design is to balance the coverage of the expertise, the abstract level it should operate at and the search space the operation requires.

To reduce TAA's huge searching space required to deal with the wide coverage of the subject matter of a test, TAA is designed to operate at a more abstract level of principles when concrete solutions are practically impossible to be formulated. For instance, TAA does not always deal with the subject matter specifics (e.g., math, language, social science) of a test, while the type of subject matter will affect the global approach in the test design. Considering the relationship between the subject matter of a test and the performance to be tested, TAA may advise its user not to overemphasize the knowledge of names, dates, places, and the like, if the subject matter of a test in social science.

To overcome the impossibility of formulating explicit solutions on-line, TAA is designed to communicate with its user about the abstract principles which are illustrated by examples. For instance, TAA does not always deal with test specifics, such as word
test items; however, when a user/test designer is writing an test item, TAA will explain the to her/him the components of a particular item type (e.g., the meanings of the answer and the distracters in a multiple choice item) and how to construct a test item of quality (e.g., avoid using double negatives in a question).

TAA, which does not produce explicit solutions at every point but guides the user to make informed decisions, is very beneficial to its user, because such a system forces its user to use his or her own judgement. In a joint decision making process, the users' understanding of the task will be improved if the program has appropriate coaching capabilities. As a result, a user may detect errors embedded in the system rather than blindly accepting the system decisions. With the above approaches (communicating the principles of achievement test design with its user and by guiding its user to make informed decisions instead of feeding her or him the ready-to-use solutions), hopefully, TAA will accelerate the process of that user becoming an expert.

Knowledge Organization

In order to accommodate various needs of the end-users, TAA is designed to allow the user to use it as an advisor only, or as an advisor with instructions on theoretical knowledge, or with a proportional combination of different types of assistance. To meet the above various users' needs, the domain knowledge is organized adopting the instructional model of Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983).

Procedural knowledge as epitomizing content. The tasks which TAA performs are procedural-decision oriented. Thus, according to the Elaboration Theory of Instruction, the procedural knowledge of the achievement test is chosen for the operation structure (epitomizing content) of TAA because it appears more natural to the human expert(s) and TAA designer if the theoretical and background knowledges are used in the supporting components to help users reach optimal solutions. The essence of this approach is to treat
the decision process and theoretical knowledge as a unified whole with the decision process as the primary structure.

The model of procedural knowledge represents the order in which experts work through different levels of abstraction. The concept of this top-down analysis is simple: reduce the problem down to manageable subproblems and deal with them locally. Appendix 1 represents the primary structure, or more precisely, an optimal task sequence in the achievement test design. The six major tasks are further decomposed into subtasks until no further subdivision and specification is necessary. Although there are alternative paths among subtasks, the relationship among these six major tasks is sequential: it is appropriate to complete all the subtasks of a major task before proceeding to the next major task, even though the decision may not be valid or optimal. In other words, a test designer may go back to revise the decision made before, a normal practice even with professional test developers, but s/he will try to complete certain task(s) before s/he move on to another.

Although technically there are not very many alternative solutions for each individual task, it is complicated to choose among alternatives consistently and coherently with the whole test in mind. For instance, there are a finite number of test types (e.g., norm-referenced test, criterion-referenced test, power test, skill test ... etc.) and item formats (true-false, multiple choice ... etc.) that the test designer can choose from; however, it is a subtle matter how these can be arranged in good combinations considering validity, reliability and feasibility. Unlike computer configuration tasks and architectural designs, compatibility among the components in designing an achievement test is not clear cut, but falls in an approximation range of balance. To reduce the difficulty of the system design and operation, one should use procedural knowledge as a primary structure with inference knowledge embedded in it.

Although Elaboration Theory of Instruction fits TAA's purpose as the primary structure of TAA design, the procedural knowledge as defined in Elaboration Theory
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deals with only elementary steps in performing a task (e.g., to know the steps of a chemistry experiment); thus, it is too simple and too general for the design of an expert system to perform achievement design tasks. In TAA's design, therefore, the structure of procedural knowledge is re-defined in order to be used in the application. As a result of this re-definition process, the procedural knowledge of TAA contains the following components:

a) Task - gives a definition of a task;
b) Purpose - refers to why a task has to be completed in test design;
c) Procedure - contains steps required to complete a task;
d) Advice - explains in what manner a task should be completed;
e) Example - illustrate ideas that TAA expresses
f) Conclusions - output results of TAA inference.

Messages in the "task" category give a user/test designer the name and its definition of a task. For instance, the definition of a table of the test specifications states that it is a blueprint of a test design which indicates the relative emphasis given to each aspect of evaluation (Gronlund, 1981).

Messages in the "purpose" category are very similar to "cognitive-strategy" as defined in Elaboration Theory. The messages in this category are supposed to bring the users beyond an operational level and help them to understand the advice given by TAA. To achieve this, TAA tells its user why a task to be performed is necessary in achievement test design. For instance, before s/he constructs test specifications, TAA will tell a user/test designer the purpose of constructing a test specification: "The table of test specifications are used as a tool to obtain a representative sample, because a test, no matter how extensive, is almost always a sample of the many possible test items that could be included. That means that our limited samples must be selected in such a way that they provide as representative a sample as possible in each of the various areas for which the test is being developed".
The messages in the "procedure" category tell its user the necessary steps to complete a task. Usually, it can be expressed by step 1, step 2... . For instance, the steps in building the table of a test specification are:

Step 1. obtaining the list of performance objectives;
Step 2. outline course content;
Step 3. preparing a matrix specifying the nature of the desired test sample.

The messages in the "advice" category will tell its user the strategy(s) or the method(s) that should be employed in a task. A piece of advice can be very abstract and concrete examples are impossible to create. In this situation, TAA will direct its user to consider certain factors and draw their own conclusions. For instance, when a user/test designer is constructing a test specification or s/he is choosing what items should tested, TAA will tell her or him what difficult level and the coverage should be. Because it is impossible to give concrete examples to illustrate what a test with a high difficulty level will look like, TAA will advise its user to include both easy and difficult test items to permit scores to spread out over the full range of the scale (provided that the test is a norm-referenced test). To make this advice as specific as possible, TAA will tell its user to eliminate those items that all testees are likely to answer correctly or wrong, and include the items that half of the testees may answer right. Sometimes, when a piece of advice is abstract, a concrete example can be cited. For instance, when a user/test designer is writing a short-answer type test item, TAA will advise her or him not to just copy a statement from a text book, because it is usually too general and ambiguous to serve as a good short-answer item (Gronlund, 1981). For instance, the example (Gronlund, 1981) that TAA cites to illustrate the point of the above advice is the comparison of a statement taken from a textbook and a revised form for a short-answer test item:

Poor: Chlorine is a (halogen).
Better: Chlorine belongs to a group of elements that combine with metals to form salt. It is therefore called a (halogen).

The textbook statement version will more likely solicit the answer "gas". The revised version measures important knowledge which does not depend on the specific phraseology of any particular textbook.

The examples, such as the one mentioned above, belong to the fifth component of the TAA's procedural knowledge. Examples are used not only in performing the design tasks, but also they are used in the instructions.

The sixth component of the procedural knowledge is the concrete solutions that TAA formulates, such as deciding an item format of an test item. The conclusion is suggestive, which means that a user can revise it. The revision of TAA's solution should have some restrictions, e.g., a user may be advised not to revise TAA's solution in a particular way under certain circumstances. At this stage, such restrictions have not been defined.

The above described six types of TAA's output messages belong to the procedural knowledge which is the epitomizing content (operation structure) of TAA; the next two sections describe the supporting content of TAA. The "communication with user" section of this chapter will describe how the procedural knowledge is related to the other types knowledge.

**Theoretical knowledge as supporting content.** In terms of "epitomizing", at the beginning of each of the six major tasks TAA presents to the user the definition of the task, its purpose and procedure. The advice on how to complete a task is inserted whenever it is necessary. Above mentioned are the components of the procedural knowledge. The theoretical knowledge is the supporting content to the procedural knowledge, which consists of the concepts and principles of achievement test design.

The theoretical knowledge is communicated with a user/test designer as instructions. Several characteristics of the instructions should be mentioned: first, the
messages as instructions do not summarize or overview all the content involved at the beginning of a particular task, but rather, at the beginning of a task, the content of an instruction is restricted to a concrete, meaningful, application level. Only at the end of a task, does the instruction systematically review what has been learned in a major task and the messages of this type are classified under the title of "summarizer". Only the immediately relevant content of the task is included in "summarizer".

In order to increase the retention of the users, it is important that the instruction help the user to create additional links among the parts of the knowledge, and between the new knowledge and a user's relevant prior knowledge. Based upon the above consideration, important concepts and principles of more complexity and further distance from the core knowledge are organized under the title of "synthesizer". At the end of each task, the knowledge in a "synthesizer" will be presented to a user showing how the newly learned ideas are related to other concepts and principles. Actually, a "synthesizer" is an extension of a "summarizer" since it places what has been learned in a larger context.

Summing up, the theoretical knowledge is organized as supporting content to the procedural knowledge. By demonstrating to the user the relationships among the ideas and principles, the "summarizer" and "synthesizer" improve retention of learning. Except for the "synthesizer" in the instruction, which build links of wider scope, all of the instructional messages are given locally. In the other words, all of the instructional messages, except messages of the "synthesizer", concern the problems at hand to satisfy the users' immediate needs.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show how the theoretical knowledge is embedded in and supports the procedural-decision making tasks of "3. Choosing test item types" and "4. Constructing test specifications" in the test design process respectively.

Prerequisite knowledge as supporting content. Because TAA is supposed to support end-users with varying knowledge and experience, in addition to the theoretical knowledge, the prerequisite knowledge is defined as the second supporting content to the
Figure 4. Assistance Given In Task 3. Choose Test Format
Figure 5. Assistance Given in Task 4. Construct Test Specification
procedural knowledge. The prerequisite knowledge is related to the knowledge that user will learn during the process of completing the task: it refers to the minimum knowledge that a user must possess before s/he is able to proceed with the task and its related instructions. The prerequisite knowledge and learning hierarchy are specified and structured within the boundary of each of the six major tasks of achievement test design defined for TAA. Only the minimum essentials are given to the user in order to reduce the load on the user to complete the task and at same time learn background knowledge. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show how the prerequisite knowledge is used as a supporting component for "3. Choosing test item types" and "4. Constructing a test specification".

Knowledge Representation

Representation of knowledge requires that relevant objects in the knowledge domain be named, described, and organized, and that relationships between objects be expressed, including constraining relationships that govern the storage and retrieval of object properties (Parsaye & Chignell, 1988). The knowledge representation design of TAA is based upon the following requirement: the knowledge representation should ensure that the system functions are carried out in an efficient and effective manner (Parsaye & Chignell, 1988; Walters & Nielsen, 1987); it should reduce the difficulty and efforts in TAA's development and maintenance; and it should support TAA in giving the users justifications of its advice and explanations of its actions. To meet these requirement, the knowledge representation of TAA is seeking a psychologically validity with the knowledge structure of a domain expert(s) (Clancy, 1988), and also sufficient pragmatic utility to allow for manipulating the knowledge (Hartley, 1985).

TAA uses backward chaining rules, lists, frames, and canned text as the knowledge representation methods. The backward chaining rules are used to carry the inference process to accomplish the tasks and subtasks in the test design. These tasks and subtasks (represented in Appendix 1) can be viewed as nodes in a decision tree or as goals which have to be reached. Backward chaining rules are best for the focused inferences. The goal
of a group of rules reflects the purpose and direction of a particular task. Using backward chaining rules clearly reveals the decision-making process in the test design and allows easier modification of the program. Figure 1 in Appendix 2 shows how the decision process is structured and inference is carried out through backward chaining production rules.

The knowledge representation also uses meta rules in the form of backward chaining rules. The meta rules do not make actual inferences but rather index production rules for inference (See Figure 2 in Appendix 2). This approach increases the efficiency of the implementation because it allows the development and revision done locally without interfering with other parts of the coding.

In order to reduce the memory space required by TAA's operation, the system uses the variable substitution method to code those procedure structures which will be used more than once by TAA's operation. This type of coding is also represented through backward chaining rules (See Figure 3 in Appendix 2).

Frames are used to store the information in which the facts can be grouped by a certain category, e.g., the data about the testee will be stored under the frame named Testee (See Figure 4 in Appendix 2), or to store the information which has an inheritable nature (See Figure 5 in Appendix 2). For instance, both true-false and short answer share their parent's nature of objective test item format, but they are distinctive in terms of that true-false is select type and short answer is supply type; therefore, in storing this type of information of "true-false" and the "short answer" are coded into two frames and they share the same parent of "supply type". Using frames in the above situation will require less programming effort than that of other information storing methods.

Lists are used to store the items which will be presented to users in menus. From a menu a user may chose one or more items (See Figure 6 in Appendix 2).
Canned texts are used to store the static knowledge which may used as messages displayed to the user. They include information, advice, solutions and instructions (See Figure 7 in Appendix 2). Variable substitutions are used in many canned messages.

Generally speaking, the inference knowledge is represented by backward chaining rules. Three types of backward chaining rules are coded in TAA's inference engine: the productions rules are used to express the actual reasoning of TAA; meta rules are used to index the productions rules; and a production rule with a variable substitution(s) is used wherever the structure of a inference procedure will be used repeatedly. The factual knowledge, which is the material for the inference of TAA, is represented in the form of frames, lists and canned messages. If a group of concepts can be categorized or they share a inheritable nature, then, they are stored in frames. Messages for the advice and the instructions are canned messages. Lists of items presented to the user to choose from are recorded. Please refer to Appendix 6 to see the objects and their values used in TAA.

Architecture of TAA

Figure 6 illustrates the architecture of TAA. At the most abstract level TAA has two parts:

1. knowledge base
2. inference engine

In its knowledge base, four types of factual knowledge are kept in separate locations in the form of lists, rules or frames. The first type is the facts of the domain knowledge (e.g., taxonomy of purposes of achievement tests, types of item formats, classification of verbs corresponding to levels of performance). The second type of factual knowledge is the contextual information about a particular test which is either put in by the user, (e.g., purpose of the test, educational level of the testees), or generated by the machine, (e.g., test type, item format and number of items for each objective and score distribution among levels of performance with topics). The third type of factual knowledge is assistance messages to the user, including both instructions on theoretical knowledge and
suggestions for practical problem solving purposes. The fourth type of factual knowledge concerns interface design and it is of interest only to the programmer.

The inference knowledge is the knowledge on how the factual knowledge are to be used. The inference knowledge is separated from the four above mentioned types of factual knowledge and is recorded in the inference engine of TAA. Three types of inferences defined for TAA's operation are in the form of backward chaining rules. The first type is to make decisions about the tasks in designing a test. The second type concerns when and what instructions should be given to the user. The third type relates to the process of constructing the machine-user interface. These three types of inference knowledge are indexed by the meta rules according to the tasks and their sequence of the achievement test design. The goals of the meta rules reveal the nature of a particular inference.

Problem Solving Strategies

According to Wolfram (1987) problem solving strategies refers to the methods in three categories: 1. search model, 2. control mechanism, 3. reasoning strategies. The problem solving strategies should reflect the nature of the expertise in the field to enable effective communication among the user, the expert and the program designer.

The nature of designing a test is basically a process of iterative refinement: the previous decisions will be used as the input for the next one. In the iterative refinement process, some of the inferences are procedurally or sequentially oriented reflecting an optimal sequencing in designing an achievement test that experts in this field can commonly agree upon. While there is an optimal sequence in the supertasks of test design, the design process is not linear. The true meaning of an optimal sequence is at a very abstract level, (e.g., developing performance objectives first and then choosing what item format will be used for a particular objective). Appendix 1 shows an optimal task sequence in achievement test design at an abstract level. Although those flow charts reveal some of different possible paths and also parallel paths in the test design process, it
does not show how a decision is made in detail (e.g., it shows the conditions of the branching in choosing an item format, but it does not show the conditions under which a particular test item format will be finally chosen). To review the actual reasoning, refer to the coding on two diskettes attached to this thesis.

According to the above mentioned two natures of solutions in a test design process, the search model is composed of two aspects: one is the searching of procedure oriented task and the other is the searching of situation dependent task. TAA mostly uses a depth-first search strategy for the procedure oriented case in which no contextual information is needed to decide which path (node) to search next. However, when situational information is needed in an inference, a thorough search down a single path will sacrifice the efficiency of the operation if it finds the solution is not valid only at the very end and has to backtrack to the beginning. To improve the efficiency of the operation, when the search path is too long or there are too many possible solutions or branches of the paths, the heuristics used by experts are built into the searching model which reflect the experts' working style in their decision making. The search is very similar to the 'best-first' notion where path selection is not arbitrarily sequential. During a 'best-first' search the conditions of the possible paths are evaluated and the most promising one will be selected for the next level of evaluation. The searching strategy actually backtracks up the decision tree to a higher level and then repeats the process if any constraint is met. For instance, when TAA chooses an item format for a particular objective to be tested, it may first look at the level of performance that the tested behavior belongs to. From there it will have a general idea of whether the essay form will be used or not. If an essay form of item(s) should be used, then TAA will choose the item type from extended response or restricted response. But if the performance level of an objective is at the knowledge level which is not suitable to be tested by an essay item, TAA will not go further along the essay type alternatives; rather it will check the
possibilities in other types of item format. Figure 7 in Appendix 2 shows how the heuristics are build into the depth-first search in "4. Choosing Test Item Format".

The control mechanism is designed according to the nature of how the inference is controlled in reality. From the technical and abstract point of view, the alternatives (nodes) in each task of the test design are limited; therefore, the inference of TAA uses only backward chaining rules as a control mechanism, even though it is a design problem rather than a diagnostic problem. When the inference is sequence dependent, its rules are grouped together under a goal according to the design algorithm which reflects the expert search strategy. By isolating rules that are most relevant to the task at the moment, the control strategy limits the search space: the operation proceeds at a particular level of abstraction without the need to cope with the details at another level or branch.

To reflect the nature of test design, the procedurally oriented inference should be enforced by a control mechanism. Equally important, the control mechanism should ensure flexibility for an efficient operation. That means it should be give the flexibility when alternatives must be made situationally. Where there are parallel alternatives in a decision making process, the clauses of that set of rules are related by "or". For instance, the user will be asked the question of "has quota?" (see task 1.1 in Figure 1 in Appendix 1) only when one of three conditions is true:

If

purpose of test = Job Assignment

or

purpose of test = Grading

or

purpose of test = Certifying.

Many expert systems use certainty factors, semi-exact rules or confidence factors as their reasoning strategies to improve robustness. Robustness is a measure of an application's ability to continue to produce correct judgments or outputs in the face of
deteriorating input (Summerville, 1989). Because the domain knowledge is reliable and static, TAA use only a straightforward monotonic reasoning strategy, that means the hypothesis of a rule will be returned a value of either true or false after an inference without certainty factors, semi-exact rules or confidence factors being employed. The reasoning strategy of TAA is consistent with that of the experts' in the field. In order to make a definite and optimal decision in an achievement test design process, an expert needs two sets of data: one is the information concerning preconditions about the test and the other is the information concerning the subject matter to be tested. Both types information required to design a good test instrument are easy to collect, i.e., few values in basic parameters for achievement test design are unknown or difficult to obtain. On the other hand, we have little knowledge about how a decision at one stage affects the quality of decisions at subsequent stages in an expression of mathematical measurement: Are the effects compounded? Are they additive or equal to the weakest? Therefore, more in-depth studies are needed before certainty factors or inexact factors can appropriately be used in computer assisted achievement test design.

**Communication With User**

Ideally, a comprehensive user's model should be built to monitor the user's understanding of the domain, and then TAA will choose what should be communicated with the user accordingly. However, no user's model is built for TAA's communication with its users. This is because it is practically impossible to build a machine which can accurately map users' intellectual activities. Many researchers have questioned both the need for detailed student/user models and the practical possibility of building them (Sanberg, 1987; Self, 1988). They considered that the student modeling problems expand from computational questions, to representation issues, through plan recognition, mental models, episodic memory to individual differences - to encompass almost all of cognitive science.
As an alternative to building a learner's/user's model to detect his or her misunderstanding or inappropriate decisions s/he made, TAA gives a user the opportunity to make an informed decision concerning what concepts and principles s/he interested in or needs. More specifically, using the simple-to-complex sequencing described by Reigeluth-Merrill's Elaboration Theory of Instruction, TAA assists its users in forming a proportional combination of advisory assistance needed to performing a particular task. Figure 7 shows how the assistance will be provided based upon the user's requirements.

The type(s) and the amount of assistance are based upon three factors:

1. his/her familiarity with TAA;
2. the amount of training in test design that the user has;
3. whether s/he wants assistance or not.

To evaluate the users' needs, the information on these three questions will be used throughout the process of designing the test.

However, the information on the above three factors is not sufficient to give appropriate assistance to the user. To know explicitly what a user needs with a particular task that s/he is performing, additional information is collected from the user at the beginning of each of the six major tasks. For instance, if the user indicates that s/he wants to use the coaching function of TAA, then at the beginning of each of six decomposed major tasks the user will be asked to choose the types of help from the assistance menu. More specifically, the assistance is decomposed into the following categories:

1. Procedure - (Steps)
   describes the procedures and steps to complete a particular task, which is given before the task is performed.

2. Purpose - (Why)
   tells the user the purpose of performing the task.
Choose Forms of Assistance
1. Task (What)
2. Procedure (Steps)
3. Purpose (Why)
4. Advice (How)
5. Instruction (Concepts & Principles)
6. Examples

Figur 7. How the assistance is given
3. Advice - (How)

gives guidance or suggestions on how the task should be performed.

4. Instruction - (Concept and Principle)

explains the major concepts and principles in the test design.

5. Task - (What)

tells the user what TAA is doing at this moment and how to respond to it.

(This type of message is more relevant to the user who is not familiar with TAA.)

6. Examples

Among them the messages of Procedure, Task and Advice types assist the user in performing the tasks at hand and messages of Purpose and Instruction are to enhance a deeper understanding of test design; Examples back up both the Instruction and Coaching parts of TAA.

TAA accommodates end users with various levels of experience. For instance, a user may have experience in designing the test, but possesses little knowledge about how to use this system. In this situation, the user only needs an explanation of particulars of TAA, e.g., which key to press at this moment. In these circumstances, an experienced test designer who is unfamiliar with TAA may choose only the assistance on how to use TAA without assistance on test design. In an other circumstance, it may be that a user is an inexperienced test designer who has no time to go through all of the instructions on the related concepts and principles, but who needs advice on how to complete certain tasks in an appropriate way. In this situation, the user may choose advice on the tasks at hand without being instructed on the theoretical knowledge.

The messages on how to operate TAA at each particular stage are divided into two types. One is easy-to-remember key strokes that the user will get familiar with very soon, such as "press return" to proceed. Another type may be more confusing to the user, (e.g., how to choose items from a menu). At the very beginning of an operation, if the user tells the computer that s/he is not familiar with TAA, TAA will give him or her both
sets of assistance in how to use TAA, messages like "Press return to ..." will appear on
the occasions when the user may not to know second type of assistance is given during
the whole operation.

TAA not only can give its users the different types of assistance they need, but also
it is also flexible in its instructional quantity and branching. That means the theoretical
knowledge in the instructional part can be reviewed by a user in different degrees, from
everything to only certain areas, based upon the user's choices after TAA explains to
her/him how these concepts and principles are related to the task at hand, what to do next.
If it is indicated that the user is familiar with TAA, then only the While the user can select
the content s/he wants to learn, one restriction is that the user can see the instruction of a
certain level only after s/he has entered one level above it. It is rather like the fact that one
has to enter Canada before s/he can visit either Ottawa or Montreal. To avoid trapping the
user in instruction that s/he may really want to discontinue, TAA allows the user to skip
chunks of content or discontinue the instruction on a certain topic before it is completed
and go back to continue her or his test design tasks. This approach is like a scope of
coverage on a big map where the center of the attention is the task at hand and the user
will choose how much s/he wants to be included in the converge for his or her review.

The user controls when the next message will replace the present one, so the user
controls the pace. TAA also gives the user the freedom to choose the instruction with or
without examples.

TAA's user interface regarding data collecting is designed to minimize difficulties
for the user in proceeding with the task and also the difficulties for TAA to interpret
users' input. There are two formats inputing data: one is by giving the user a list of items
(a menu) so that s/he will make choice(s) from it and the other is by letting the user type
in whatever s/he wants to enter. TAA uses the menu type interface as much as possible
and during the TAA's operation the user can make her/his selections from a menu via the
arrow keys. The type-in format is used as little as possible, to reduce the burden of
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typing on the user and the difficulties of interpreting the input by TAA. If a type-in input is really necessary, the user will be given a message such as "type in ....". The user input should be monitored and the user should be given a chance(s) to reenter the data after feedback is given to an illegitimate input (not completed).

**System Development**

In choosing a development strategy, efficiency and effectiveness of TAA's prototyping are two major considerations. If an application is large, as is the case with TAA, and if it is developed as a whole entity from the very beginning, the efficiency of its implementation will be hindered greatly resulting from system testing and revising. Because it is not efficient to build it in one chunk, TAA is developed modularly in terms of six knowledge bases that are built corresponding to the six major tasks of the test design. Each knowledge base has its own inference engine and canned messages. To increase the efficiency of system modification, the production rules within each inference engine are indexed as rule sets by the tasks they perform so that the modification can be done locally.

When a system is developed via separate modules, the major problem is that the data structure may not support all individual sections. In order to ensure the adequacy of overall knowledge representation structure, the six knowledge bases are developed in parallel and started with their skeletons. For the same purpose, frames and rules which contain overall test design variables (e.g., the education level of the testees, content area of a test and rules of coaching strategy) are coded in the files shared by the six knowledge bases. As a result of sharing a single knowledge representation structure, the structures of the individual knowledge bases are identical. Developing six knowledge bases in parallel and using one shared data structure permits all six knowledge basis to be integrated smoothly into the framework as a whole application, thus enhancing the effectiveness of TAA development.
In terms of system operation capability, TAA development can be defined in three stages. TAA, at the end of its first stage of development, in terms of performing test design tasks (vs. coaching and explaining test design tasks), should be able to perform the basic required tasks and show all of designated features of TAA. During the first stage of the development the procedure-decision knowledge in the test design is formalized and structured into a computable model. In the second stage, a coaching function should be built into TAA. The coaching function consists of two types of knowledge: one is well researched and documented theoretical knowledge, and the other is heuristics and rules of thumb. The theoretical knowledge is structured within the instruction component and the heuristics are recorded under the advice component. As a result of second stage of development, TAA should be able to explain "How" and "Why" to the user and exhibit the basic capabilities and features of the final user interface. Also, in this stage, the requirements specification of TAA should be finalized. In the third stage, TAA should be integrated, validated and verified as a final product. Also all documentation should be completed, including the user's manual.

At the completion of this thesis, procedure-decision making knowledge is formalized into a computable model; and instructional and advisory models have been constructed completely and can be applied to all six knowledge bases. The TAA can operate well as a tool to build a test, yet it is unable to give high quality and comprehensive advice and explanations on the actions it takes. Also TAA cannot be used by a novice user because its interface is too crude. Therefore, TAA is half way through the second development stage and needs to be revised in the areas of advice content and user-interface format.

Regarding the advice contents and its inference capabilities, TAA has incorporated a great proportion of the theoretical knowledge but few domain heuristics. In order to be able to give deep and comprehensive explanation of the actions it takes, TAA needs more input from the experts, especially heuristic knowledge, rules of thumb and short cuts in
test design. In terms of its coaching capability, the advice is generally relevant to the task, but often it does not hit the precise point, since the conditions for giving a particular message are too general. For its instruction capability, TAA is not developed evenly among the six knowledge bases. The theoretical knowledge is structured for the tasks of "2. Formulating Performance Objectives", "3. Choose Test Item Format" and "4. Constructing Test Specifications".

Another aspect of TAA's advice contents and its inference capabilities is that most of knowledge incorporated into the system is more relevant to test design in an educational setting; there should be more knowledge identified for test design for business and research purposes.

The user interface is adequate to perform the basic tasks if the user is very familiar with TAA. The development of the user interface can be viewed in two aspects: one is interface structure and the other is assistance on how to use TAA. The design of the interface structure for individual tasks is completed, but it is developed unevenly among the tasks. At a higher level than that of the test design task control, the design of the interface structure for system control has not completed, (e.g., exiting the system operation, going back to the previous point and printing file to a printer), because the Intelligent Compiler shell does not directly support the development of such system control.

Summing up, in order to maximizing the efficiency and effectiveness of TAA development, several development strategies were employed:

1. partitioning the inference engine;
2. sharing the same knowledge presentation structure; and
3. using meta rules to group backward chaining rules as rule sets according to the purpose they serves.
Development of individual knowledge bases. The above discussion describes TAA development as a whole, since the six knowledge bases were not developed evenly. The following description focuses on the development of individual knowledge bases.

In the first knowledge base ("1. Get Information"), only procedure-decision making knowledge has been coded. The grade scheme of testees' educational level is not completed. There is no instructional material in this knowledge base yet and assistance in how to use TAA is weak. Additional variables and their values, in the category of test design preconditions, should be defined and incorporated into this knowledge base in future TAA development (e.g., to define possible values of the research purpose).

In the second knowledge base ("2. Formulate Behavioral Objectives"), instructional materials have not been coded completely into this knowledge base, for instance prerequisite knowledge has not been defined for the task of formulating behavioral objectives. With regard to the user interface, typing in a verb from a given verb list for each level of performance should be changed into clicking a verb from a verb list menu.

More inference knowledge should be incorporated into the third knowledge base ("3. Choose Item Format") so that the selection of an item format will be more sensitive to various test conditions. The structure of the prerequisite knowledge for the task of choosing item format is completed, but many slots need to be filled.

In the fourth knowledge base ("4. Construct Test Specifications"), task, advisory and instructional functions are the most fully developed among the six knowledge bases.

In the fifth knowledge base ("5. Decide Length of a Test"), there are no instructional materials constructed yet. Also, few justifications on TAA's actions at this design phase are coded. Some areas of the user interface needs to be improved, for instance, two matrixes representing the planned test specification and the actual score distribution are displayed on the screen. Among them, the actual score distribution matrix should be given a matrix heading, like the one the planned test specification matrix.
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future development, when an objective is added, the score calculation should be connected with the inference done by the second knowledge base ("formulate behavioral objectives"); at present these two knowledge bases are separated.

In the sixth knowledge base ("6. Write Test Items"), procedure-decision making knowledge is completed. A great proportion of the assistance concerns advice on how to word a particular type of item and more theoretical knowledge for instructional purpose should be added.
CHAPTER 6

Evaluation

**Expert System Evaluation**

Although there may be different definitions of evaluation in education and computer science, it is defined here as the whole testing process in software design and development.

There is common agreement among researchers and professionals in software design as to which aspects of conventional software and expert system should be evaluated. The two general questions asked in the evaluation process are (Boehm, 1979):

1. Are we building the right product?
2. Are we building the product right?

The first question concerns validation. **Validation** of the system determines whether or not the designed system will solve the desired problems for worthwhile reasons. During the validation phase the requirements of a system and the criteria for success or failure are verified (Parsaye & Chignell, 1987, Sommerville, 1989) and validated. The second concern in software evaluation is verification. **Verification** (Sommerville, 1989) or **Testing** (Walters & Nielsen, 1988) is to see whether the system is doing things properly. This refers to whether or not the system is functioning efficiently and effectively all the time. While a computer program may perform well during testing it is not necessarily a validated one for it may be producing the right result for the wrong reasons. On the other hand, if a program cannot perform well during its operation, there is no way that the program can be validated.

Walters and Nielsen (1988) consider debugging as the third type of question in software evaluation. **Debugging** involves checking the coding in order to find out the reasons underlying the problems encountered in the verification test. I consider
debugging to be follow up corrections of errors found in the evaluation process, instead of being within evaluation.

Smart (1987) outlines expert system evaluation in more detail. He stated that four basic aspects should be checked during the evaluation of an expert system:
1. It does the right things which include the essential and desirable features.
2. It works all the time thus it is error free.
3. It is user-friendly.
4. It is well documented. It should have updated documentation of a user's manual and development documentation.

These four questions are easily fit into the framework of the validation and verification, because "user friendly" is one of desirable features in any man-machine system which is a verification question, and "good documentation" is a means to efficient system development.

Although evaluation in expert system development and in conventional software development share the same basic focii, several differences should be noticed. For instance, while conventional software evaluation may mainly verify the performance of a system against the pre-specified system requirement, expert system evaluation has to validate and refine its system specification. The difference results from the fact that, at the very beginning of system development, we often have only a vague or skeletal idea of how an expert system will solve the targeted problem. As a matter of fact, the understanding of domain knowledge progresses along with the development of an expert system. In other words, unlike conventional software development in which the design and implementation is according to the system specification, the expert system starts from very general objectives about what problems the system is going to solve, and system specification is derived from the prototype (Sommerville, 1989). Along with a better understanding of a targeted domain knowledge, the focus of an expert system evaluation will be shifted from validation to verification.
A great deal of time and effort is required to specify how an expert will solve a problem, so expert systems usually have long and unique apprenticeship in their life cycles. The systems are tested extensively by the end-users and domain experts using both prepared scenarios and real-life problems. Inevitably, a domain experts' involvement with an expert system design process is much more intensive than that required for conventional software development. As a result, another aspect of expert system evaluation is introduced: evolution of the internal knowledge representation.

Internal knowledge representation affects the problem solving capability (validation) and external performance (verification) of a system. The internal knowledge representation of an expert system for teaching purposes should be validated in terms of psychological validity which refers the extent to which the structure, content and expression of knowledge representation are similar to that of the experts. On the other hand, appraising the internal adequacy of the knowledge representation, (without reference to the real-world tasks), is a question of verification. The internal adequacy means to what extent the structure and the expressions of knowledge representation support efficient recording, retrieving and analyzing data. Without validating the internal knowledge representation, the compilation of the knowledge for an expert system's ongoing development may be off track. Therefore, in its prototype stage, the emphasis in the evaluation of an expert system should be placed on the validation of the internal knowledge representation, and the verification of the knowledge representation has its meaning only when the knowledge representation is valid.

In certain aspects, the testing of the prototype of an expert system is very similar to the formative evaluation of instructional materials in education. For instance, the purposes of both are to improve the quality of the programs at their formative stages. To identify directions and areas for programs' revision, the comments and suggestions are collected from the target population and subject matter experts (domain experts) as references. In both testing situations, testing starts with a very small population, (e.g., on
a one-to-one basis) and a participant is asked to go through the instructional materials or system operations to detect problems in the products. When the tested population is small, qualitative data analysis techniques are used for both types of products. There are some differences between the data collecting and analysis techniques for testing two products: While an evaluation of instructional materials may use quantitative statistical analysis if pretests and posttests are employed, testing expert system capabilities almost always uses qualitative case testing to determine whether the system can reach the proper conclusions (Walters & Nielsen, 1988). Seldom is a big group of subjects involved for expert system testing, so the comments given by the participants are not suitable to be measured by scores.

**Evaluation Questions**

Evaluation questions mainly concern pragmatic validation issues, and verification questions are used to make the validation possible. Evaluation questions are classified into three categories:

1. Problem solving (Validation)
2. External Performance (Verification)
3. Internal Representation (Validation and Verification)

To test the TAA's problem solving capabilities, questions concerning the purpose of the system were asked, such as "Does the system solve non-trivial problems", "By using the system can the quality of a design test be improved and ensured?" and "Can the system improve the users' understanding and competence in test design?".

To test the TAA's the reliability of external performance, questions concerning meeting task requirements were asked, such as "Can the system ask questions in a consistent manner", "Can the system output results in a reasonable amount of time?" and "Are the screen displays clear?".

To validate the TAA's internal knowledge representation, questions concerning adequacy of the knowledge representation structure were asked, such as "To what extent
the knowledge representation structure adequate to retrieve, store and analyze the data efficiently?"

To answer the above questions, three types of questionnaires (See Appendix 3) were designed, respectively, for subject matter experts, computer experts and end-users. Some questions were asked in all three of questionnaires when the evaluations concerns for the participants were overlapped among the subject matter experts, the computer experts and the end-users.

The matrix in Figure 8 shows the system evaluation design and its relation to the questions in the questionnaires.

**Evaluation Design**

The system was tested separately as six subsystems corresponding to the six subtasks in the design process. This was necessary because integration of the six knowledge bases of TAA into a single system was impossible, which is due to the development stage of the TAA and memory limitations with the Intelligent Compiler shell.

The evaluation was conducted by the system designer. The evaluation was done on a one-to-one basis with the participation of two subject matter experts, two computer experts and four end-users as subjects. All of them went through the TAA's operation.

Before the operation started, the system designer gave the guidelines verbally, indicating the focus and methods of evaluation. All of the problems arose during the system operation were recorded by both the evaluation participants and the evaluator. A discussion and a questionnaire were completed for each evaluation session. Because some of the questions in the questionnaires were very general and sometimes speculative, each evaluation participant had a verbal discussion with the system designer on a one-to-one basis during and at the end of the evaluation session. In the discussion, the participants gave specific explanations of their answers to the open-ended questions, and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Experts of</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>computer</td>
<td>operation</td>
<td>review code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-Solving</td>
<td>effectiveness solve non-trivial problems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>any important issues are missing</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>any important features are missing</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Performance</td>
<td>efficiency reduce design time greatly</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flexibility easy access to alternatives</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ask user questions consistency</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>justification logical, show reasoning</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>guidance and advice make sense, easy to understand</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user-friendly adequate assistance, easy to use</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assistances meet user's needs meaningful, natural, relevant</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>screen layout clear, easy to use</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Representation</td>
<td>completeness objects, variables, values, relation</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consistency logical and coherent structure</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>psychological validity natural to the experts</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>efficiency easy to retrieve, store, analyze data</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clear easy to read</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Matrix of Evaluation Design
they also gave suggestions for further system revision. These comments were recorded too.

The results of the evaluation were analyzed qualitatively and used to validate the system design and reveal the directions for further modification.

**Evaluation With Subject Matter Experts**

Two domain experts participated in the evaluation. They were professors in the Education Department, Concordia University. When the evaluation was done with a domain expert, s/he was given all of the possible values of constants/objects, and from them s/he chose a combination of these values as input forming a test case. While monitoring the system operation, the subject matter expert and the system designer discussed the effects, problems and possible improvements of the system. For the questions related to the knowledge representation, the TAA's conceptual models and the coding in computer language were given to the domain experts for their comments.

**Evaluation With Computer Experts**

Two computer experts, of Concordia University, participated the evaluation. One of them was a professor in Computer Science and the other was a professor in Educational Technology. The evaluation with a computer expert was quite similar to that with subject matter experts, except that the testing issues were concerned more with the internal knowledge representation category. Being given the names of the objects and their possible values, the computer experts went through the system operation on a one-to-one basis with the system designer. Also, they were given the TAA's conceptual models and their coding in the computer language for their comments.

**Evaluation With End-Users**

The end-users were graduate students and professors in Educational Technology, Concordia University. They were either then or future instructional designers and instructors. The evaluation with them was mainly concerned with the questions on the problem solving aspect and some in the external performance aspect. No questions were
asked about the TAA's internal knowledge representation. Information on the appropriateness of the features and capabilities of the system were collected, such as "to ease the difficulties in test design", "to increase the quality of it" and "to teach deep knowledge about the topic". After discussing the evaluation guidelines with the subject, the system designer only observed user's performance. During the TAA's operation, an end-user was not given a set of possible values of constants. Instead, s/he entered whatever s/he thought was appropriate. Intervention from the evaluator was kept to a minimum until the subject had difficulty proceeding or s/he initiated a comment. At the end of the TAA's operation, the evaluator and an end-user discussed the confusions and problems of the system and how it could be improved while s/he completed the questionnaire.
CHAPTER 7

Results And Discussion

Results

The results of the evaluation were generated qualitatively based on observations during TAA operations as well as on the verbal and written comments given by the participants. Results recorded in this chapter are the comments given by the participants during TAA's operation and their answers to the open-ended questions in the questionnaires. Please refer to Appendix 4 for the participants' ratings on the Likert scale questions. A few questions in the questionnaires were not answered because the participants felt it was too early to give definite judgement while TAA was still a prototype.

During TAA's operation, there were no any interruptions due to bugs of TAA's coding, but the operations were halted several times because there was not enough memory. After the evaluation, only spelling and grammar mistakes found in the output messages were corrected.

Regarding the strength of TAA, the end-users and subject matter experts rated TAA as potentially a very useful tool to design and develop a test of high quality as well as to improve user's understanding of test design process. The end-users stated that they liked the structure of the assistance both in performing the tasks and in teaching theoretical knowledge. The end-users also stated that TAA would greatly reduce the time required to complete administrative tasks in test design, such as calculating score distributions, and deciding which and how many test items would be included in a test.

The domain experts and computer expert perceived TAA as having potential for accommodating multi-level user-machine interactivities. By using TAA, a high quality test could be ensured, however, the overall efficiency of developing a test might be
decreased, because TAA would force the user to go through a thinking and planning process that most classroom instructors did not go through in their test design process. As a result, by using TAA, an instructor might spend more time in developing a test than without using TAA to regulate the design process. In terms of TAA knowledge representation, the domain expert considered that its structure was basically psychologically valid, but the content should be enriched and fine tuned.

Weaknesses were found in two areas: one was the quality of the advice to the user and the other was the quality of the user interface. Regarding the weaknesses in the advice that TAA gave, the expert considered that the messages were relevant but not directive enough. Also, the content of the advice was rather flat, which did not accommodate different shades of a user's understanding and a test's circumstances. The communication concerning learning was rigid and not interactive enough.

The weakness in the user interface was evident in that the evaluation participants had difficulty communicating with TAA and they could not proceed through TAA operation without extra help from TAA's designer. The difficulties resulted from insufficient and sometimes misleading on-line assistance regarding how to use TAA. For instance, in the "choosing from menu" tasks, TAA didn't explain to the user the implications and the consequences of a particular choice. Without being aware of the consequences of his or her action, an evaluation participant sometimes was bewildered at what s/he was doing and how s/he should proceed. Another problem that the evaluation participants encountered during TAA operation was the difficulty in seeing the pattern of flow of messages. All of the participants, in various degrees and at different points, were overwhelmed by a string of messages because the relationship of the messages and transition between two tasks were not communicated clearly to them.

Some problems identified in the evaluation were due to TAA's developmental stage. For instance, the assistance function was developed unevenly among the six knowledge bases, which made the evaluation participants very uncomfortable when the reality did
not match what they were expecting during separated TAA operations. Occasionally, the
evaluation participants were trapped in a procedure because the system operation control
function was not built, (e.g., the functions of going back to the previous step and
terminating an operation). Also, because the function of retrieving files was not
developed, a participant could not always review what products s/he had created;
therefore s/he could not view where s/he stood in a test design process. Generally
speaking, TAA, at this developmental stage, is not capable of helping an end-user to
grasp the whole picture of the designed test.

To sum up, the evaluation participants considered TAA to have great potential to be
further developed into an effective and a practical tool, to assist instructors in achievement
test design and in developing their own test design skills. The domain experts considered
the conceptual model of the domain, generally speaking, to be psychologically valid; and
the computer experts observed that the knowledge representation supported efficient
system operations. The weaknesses identified in the evaluation were in the user interface
and the quality of the advice TAA output. In the following section, aspects and steps of
further development are recommended.

Recommendations

Based upon the results of the evaluation, TAA should be modified and further
developed in five major areas with the following sequence:

1. user interface at performing individual tasks level;
2. content of knowledge base;
3. quality of advice to the user;
4. user interface at system operation level;
5. integration of six separated knowledge bases as a final product.

The modification should first focus on the user and machine interface at the task level
(vs. at system operation level). The following tasks should be completed not only in this
stage, but also being carried out when the new knowledge is compiled in the future system development:

1.1. Give a definition to every technical term and key word that can be interpreted by a user with various meanings (no definitions are given at present);

1.2. Give an explanation at every point when a user is supposed to make his or her choices from a menu. The message should tell the user the main implications and the consequences of a particular choice (no such message is given at present);

1.3. To make transitions between tasks smooth, at the end of each task insert messages clearly stating what has been done and what will be done next (at present, such messages exist unevenly among the six knowledge bases);

1.4. Label each output message with its message category title, such as "advice", "instruction", or "procedure", etc., so that a user would know what category the message belongs to and will not be overwhelmed by a flow the messages (all of the messages have been labelled internally and some of message have been labelled externally in such a way);

1.5. Monitor user's "type-in" (vs. "choose from a menu") input and give him or her feedback when the input is in an illegitimate form and give the user an opportunity to re-enter a legitimate one. For instance, to tell TAA the available testing time, a user may overlook the instruction of input test time by minute, therefore, s/he may type in "1" for 1 hour instead of "60" for 1 hour. In this situation, TAA should be capable of asking the user to re-enter the test time in minutes or convert the hour into minutes for the user (only a few inputs are monitored at present).

At present, the inference knowledge is not sufficient, so in the second stage of the modification, more inference knowledge should be added and fine tuned. The main concerns are as follows:
2.1. Heuristic knowledge compiled through field practice should be extracted from domain experts. For instance, how to balance the reliability of a test and the reliability of an item;

2.2. More variables in the achievement test design should be defined in order to increase the sensitivity of the conclusions that TAA draws. For instance, right now there is only one objective list that the user can choose from to formulate general objectives. It is suggested that parallel objective lists be developed according to the subject matter of a test. In this way, the objective list represented to the user can be more relevant to the test content and the system inference will be more to the point. Please refer to Appendix 6 to see the objects and their values that TAA uses at present;

After the knowledge bases are more or less completed for the design tasks, a user model should be designed and built to monitor his or her understanding of a topic. With the user model, conditions of a particular message to the user will be refined; thus, the advice given to the user can be more relevant and directive. The following changes are advisable:

3.1. The user model should be kept simple, and be structured around common misunderstandings;

3.2. The user model should deal with misunderstandings locally instead of trying to detect all misconceptions in the achievement test design process as a whole.

At the fourth stage of the modification, interface regarding system operation control (vs. performing individual tasks) should be incorporated as part of the interface. At the moment, there is no such function. TAA control interface will override the execution of the individual test design tasks. The interface might consist of certain key-strokes and pull-down menus. The capabilities and functions of the system operation control are defined as follows and may be constructed in the following sequence:

4.1. Allow a user to use TAA partially. For instance, if a user wants TAA to assist him or her only in formulating performance objectives, TAA should be able to start the
operation at the task of formulating performance objectives instead at the very beginning. To serve this purpose, a menu, which has the six major tasks of the achievement test design listed on it, may be built so that the user can make his or her choice. After a choice is made, TAA should ask the user for all the information needed to complete the task(s). The development of this function requires the system designer to thoroughly analyze the logic of the paths that a user may choose. The analysis should look at the information dependency among the six major tasks. For instance, if a user wants TAA to choose only the item formats, s/he has to input the performance objectives in the forms that TAA requires. In this circumstance, if the user does not have a list of performance objectives written yet, TAA should suggest that s/he use TAA to formulate performance objectives first. From a completed objective list, TAA can select an item format for each objective.

4.2. Allow a user to make cross-reference of the concepts and principles of test design. A pull-down menu of on-line help may serve this purpose. In the menu, the topics of explanations and definitions of theoretical knowledge should be displayed. The menu can be indexed by the theoretical knowledge structure and constructed according to the levels of abstraction. The already designed theoretical knowledge structure may be used for this task.

4.3. Allow a user to view where s/he is at a particular point. There are two viewpoints regarding this type of information: one is from the procedure-decision point of view and the other is from the theoretical structure of test design, either of which should be available. The already designed structures of the procedure-decision knowledge and the theoretical knowledge can be used for this purpose.

4.4. Allow a user to retrieve what s/he has created. To develop this capability requires identifying the products a user has possibly made at each stage in a test design process, such as a list of performance objectives.

4.5 Allow the user to control the system operation. The functions of the system operation control includes:
a. terminating the operation completely at any point of the operation;
b. exiting a particular task and going back to the main menu to choose another task;
c. terminating the instruction session and going on with the design tasks;
d. saving/retrieving products that a user has created;
e. printing products that a user has created.

By using either key-strokes or a pull-down menu, TAA control will override the operation of a particular task. To build these functions, one may have to use C language, because the Intelligent Compiler shell does not directly support building such a system control;

4.6 Allow a user to go back to the previous stage and revise the data s/he has put in. However, the point at which the user is allowed to do so cannot be a free will choice, but it must be well thought out. This is because test design is an iterative refinement process and any changes at one point will cause a chain reaction in its following decisions. More specifically, if a user freely revises the decisions that s/he has made, it might result in heavy recursion and confusion in TAA operation. Therefore, it is suggested to select a few of logical points where a user can revise what s/he has put into TAA.

In the last stage, the six separated knowledge bases should be integrated into one entity. At the end of this stage, a stand alone application should completed. Please refer to Appendix 6 to see the objects and their values for each knowledge base.

On-going formative evaluation is necessary in all phases in order to ensure that the modification and development is on the right track. The focus of an evaluation should be shifted gradually from validation to verification, along with TAA requirements becoming more clear.

The requirements for the modifications and future development apply to all six knowledge bases. Since the six knowledge bases have been developed unevenly, some of the knowledge bases need more effort in their modifications than others do.
The above recommendations concern TAA as a stand alone application. Beyond that, for practical purposes, TAA may be used as a subsystem incorporated into a system which assists a user in instructional design. It can also be used with a parallel system which analyzes the validity and reliability of an achievement test based upon the testees' scores.

Future study may be directed developing a user model as an "intelligent" coaching system. It should reflect the differences between computer based on-the-job assistance and computer aided learning.

To sum up the recommendation section, according to the system design, the TAA's user-machine interface at performing individual tasks level should be modified and the knowledge content incorporated into TAA should be enriched. To improve the quality of advice and the user-machine interface, a user model and a system operation control should be designed and implemented. The heuristics of the knowledge domain should be fine tuned to increase the quality and sensitivity of TAA's inference. More studies should be carried out to explore strategies and tactics of designing a user model as an "intelligent" coaching expert system.

Discussion and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to explore practical design strategies for expert systems development. The study focused on expert systems employed to deal with open-ended design tasks. Ideally, such an expert system would communicate information concerning the heuristic and theoretical knowledge of the domain, and the weight of each type of knowledge assigned according to the purpose of TAA.

For the purpose of the study, a prototype of an expert "coaching" system assisting the user in achievement test design has been constructed. TAA primarily deals with the targeted problem, while also teaching the end-users the heuristic and theoretical knowledge involved. As a result of the study, the domain knowledge (achievement test design) has been formalized and constructed into a computable model. This model can be
further used as a subsystem of an instructional design application; or it can be used as a parallel system to applications of the research design and evaluation.

Three expert system design strategies were employed in this study and may be very useful for future expert systems development. The first design strategy was to control the abstraction level of the output solutions in an application of design tasks. When constructing such expert systems, we face the problem that explicit solutions are impossible to be produced because specific goal states cannot be predetermined. In this study, TAA was not expected to output explicit solutions; rather TAA was designed to output solutions at an appropriate abstract level, keeping the conclusion abstract (but as explicit as possible) and advisory (but as decisive as possible). The abstract and advisory guidance was further backed up by examples so that the messages of such guidance could be meaningful to the user in order to make proper decisions. This approach may be used to reduce the required searching space in an application of design tasks, and to improve the end user understanding of the domain knowledge in any expert system applications.

The second design strategy used in this study was to keep knowledge representation structure consistent with the purpose of TAA. As a practical tool, TAA was supposed to primarily solve the targeted design problem; and second, to communicate heuristic and theoretical knowledge to the users. To serve the user in that manner, TAA was designed from the perspectives of cognitive strategy (control strategy) and procedural knowledge in the domain. The domain knowledge was modeled from three angles. The first was from a procedural knowledge perspective which reveals the procedural relationship among the subtasks in the achievement test design process. The second was from heuristic knowledge consisting of rules of thumb and standard practices in the field. This type of knowledge reveals how decisions and choices are made in a professional test design process. The third was the control strategies or theoretical knowledge of test design. To keep the primary purpose of the application and the primary knowledge representation structure consistent, TAA used an algorithmic specification
representing the procedural knowledge as its primary knowledge representation structure. The procedural knowledge in the domain was further coded in a form of meta rules to ensure that TAA efficiently selects the most pertinent sets of rules in its inference. The heuristic knowledge was then incorporated into the slots in a particular step expressed by the procedural knowledge. Also, the procedural knowledge was used as an indicator to partition the inference engine for efficient system development. By bringing different types of knowledge into a coherent structure to fulfil different purposes, the coding of an application is easy to comprehend by the experts and modified by TAA designer. The above mentioned approach can be used in the design of any expert system.

The third design strategy used in the study was to design a flexible as well as effective coaching scheme to meet different users' needs. The coaching function was designed and developed according to the The Elaboration Theory of Instruction (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983). Although it was an excellent tool to design instructions at the macro level, the scheme of the Elaboration Theory of Instruction was not well suited to such a complicated problem-solving application. To remedy this, the assistance regarding communication of the procedure and decision-making knowledge was further defined into three categories:

a). purpose - The messages of the purpose were to answer the "why" questions that a user might have in mind. It was not a goal of a set of backward chaining rules, but it was the control strategy of an action, such as "the purpose of constructing test specifications is to ensure content validity in a test design";

b). procedure - A procedure consists a set of steps to complete a task successfully. A procedure answered a user's "how to" questions before s/he begun to perform a task;

c). advice - Advice was the output solutions which could be advisory or decisive. The messages of the advice category were different from that of the procedure category: although the messages of both categories concern "how to" questions, the messages of
the advice category only addressed inference knowledge (vs. procedural knowledge) in a problem-solving process.

Backing up the design making in a test design, instructions were used as a supporting component.

Partitioning types of knowledge not only enables a user to choose the type(s) and quantity of coaching function s/he needs, but it also facilitates efficient system maintenance and updating. This strategy can be used as an alternative to designing a comprehensive user (learner's) model to monitor the user's understanding of the domain knowledge, but further studies on this approach are necessary.

Given the purpose of TAA, it is concluded that an expert system approach is appropriate to deal with this type of open-ended design problem. Because the application purpose(s) and the end users' needs are different from system to system, it is inappropriate to have a universal formula in the design an expert system application. However, an expert system should have a minimum proportion of each problem-solving function and coaching function. Beyond that minimum, the weight and the structures of these functions should be designed according to the purpose of a system. Again, the main concept here is balance.
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Appendix 1

Task Map of Test Design Process
Legend of Figures Cited In Appendix 1

- Represents transformation centre where an input data flow is transferred to an output.

- Represents a data store.

- Represents user interactions with the system. The interaction may provide input or receive output.

- Represents the start or exit point of the operation.

- Shows the direction of data flow.

- Words on an arrow describe the name of data.

- Represents a screen display.

- Represents an evaluation action.

- Represents the number of a task. The digit indicate the level of a task. "5" represents the fifth task among the six major tasks of test design. The "2" represent the second subtask of "5" and the "1" represents the first subtask of "2".

- Represents a variable.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
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<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>y1</td>
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<td>y4</td>
<td>y6</td>
<td>x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>y1</td>
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</tr>
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<table>
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<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
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<td>x2</td>
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<td>x2</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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Appendix 2

Samples of Knowledge Representation
3. ^_Choose Test Format^_
   if
   0.0 ^_Introduction^_ Select Test Format, 30005 and
   3.0 ^_condition Essay^_ and
      ^_tell^_ 30042, Task and ^_tell^_ 30043, Advice and ^_tell^_ 30045, Unfamiliar and
      'A' := (Objective Total of Test) and
      'All' := 'A' + 1 and
      'Obj' := 1 and
      ^_repeat^_ and
      3.1 ^_select-format^_ 'Obj' and
         'Format' := (Format of 'Obj') and
         ^_tell^_ 30044, Unfamiliar and
      3.2 ^_estimate time needed^_ 'Obj', 'Format' and
         'T' := (Test Time of 'Obj') and
      3.3 ^_afterwords^_ 'T', 'Format', 'Obj' and
         'Obj' := 'Obj' + 1 and
      ^_ask to^_ see the test format for next objective and
      ^_cls^_ and
      'Obj' = 'All' ;

   3.0 ^_condition Essay^_
   if
      ^_tell^_ 30040, Task and ^_tell^_ 30041, Task and
      ^_condition^_ 1 and
      ^_condition^_ 2 and
      ^_condition^_ 3 and
      (Essay of Test) = Yes
   or
      ^_Decide Essay^_ ;

   ^_Decide Essay^_
   if
      ^_system^_ 30036 and
      ^_tell^_ 30033, Advice and ^_move^_ and
      ^_read-yes_^_ "Would like to exclude the essay format from the test?" and
      (Essay of Test) := No
   or
      (Essay of Test) := Yes ;

   ^_condition^_ 1
   if
      (How Score of Test) = Both or
      (How Score of Test) = Manual or
      (Resource of Test) := No and (Essay of Test) := No and
      ^_tell^_ 30008, Advice ;
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\texttt{\_condition\_ 2}
if
'G' := (Grade of Testee) and 'G' < 4 and
\texttt{\_read-no\_} "Have the testees learnt how to write an essay?" and
\texttt{\_tell\_} 30009, Advice and
(Education of Test) := No and
(Essay of Test) := No or \texttt{\_true\_} ;
\texttt{\_condition\_ 3}
if
'N' := (Number of Testee) and 'W' := (Who Score of Test) and
'A' := 'N' / 'W' and 'A' < 30 or
(Essay of Test) := No and
(Resource of Test) := No and
\texttt{\_Advice3\_} ;
\texttt{\_Advice3\_}
if
(Advice of User) = Yes and
\texttt{\_cls\_} and
'N' := (Number of Testee) and 'W' := (Who Score of Test) and
\texttt{\_write\_} "Number of Testee: ", 'N' and
\texttt{\_write\_} "How many people to score: ", 'W' and
\texttt{\_system\_} 30010 ;

3.0 \texttt{\_Coaching\_}
if
(Assistance of User) = Yes and
\texttt{\_tell\_} 30001, Instruction and
\texttt{\_tell\_} 30002, Purpose and
\texttt{\_tell\_} 30021, Procedure and
\texttt{\_tell\_} 30003, Advice and
\texttt{\_Example\_} 30022, Example, Advice and
\texttt{\_tell\_} 30015, Unfamiliar and \texttt{\_difference\_} or \texttt{\_true\_} ;
\texttt{\_difference\_}
if
(Instruction of User) = Yes and
\texttt{\_system\_} 30023 and
\texttt{\_read-yes\_} "Would you like to know the features of
objective test & essay test?"
and \texttt{\_system\_} 30016 and \texttt{\_system\_} 30017 and
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3.1 \textunderscore{}select\textunderscore{}format\textunderscore{} 'Obj'

\texttt{if}
\texttt{\quad \textlt{}is\ \textlt{}likely\textunderscore{} Essay, 'Obj' \textand}
\texttt{\quad \Choose\ Essay\textunderscore{} 'Obj' \textand \textlt{}tell\ \textlt{}user\textunderscore{} 'Obj'
\texttt{or}
\texttt{\quad \textlt{}is\ \textlt{}Short\ Answer, 'Obj' \textand}
\texttt{\quad (Format\ of\ 'Obj') := Short\ Answer \textand}
\texttt{\quad (Include\ of\ 'Obj') := Yes
\texttt{or}
\texttt{\quad \textlt{}will\ be\ Multiple\ Choice, 'Obj' \textand}
\texttt{\quad (Format\ of\ 'Obj') := Multiple\ Choice \textand}
\texttt{\quad (Include\ of\ 'Obj') := Yes
\texttt{or}
\texttt{\quad \textlt{}will\ be\ Matching, 'Obj' \textand}
\texttt{\quad (Include\ of\ 'Obj') := Yes
\texttt{or}
\texttt{\quad \textlt{}will\ be\ True\-False, 'Obj' \textand}
\texttt{\quad (Format\ of\ 'Obj') := True\-False \textand}
\texttt{\quad (Include\ of\ 'Obj') := Yes
\texttt{or}\n\texttt{\quad \textlt{}for\ revise\textunderscore{} 'Obj' ;
\texttt{\quad \textlt{}for\ revise\textunderscore{} 'Obj' \textif}
\texttt{\quad 'G' := (General\ of\ 'Obj') \textand}
\texttt{\quad 'L' := (Level\ of\ 'Obj') \textand}
\texttt{\quad 'S' := (Specific\ of\ 'Obj') \textand}
\texttt{\quad 'V' := (Verb\ of\ 'Obj') \textand}
\texttt{\quad _go^\ \textbar\ 28, 15 \textand}
\texttt{\quad _write^\ "Write\ down\ the\ information\ of\ this\ objective."
\texttt{\quad \textand}
\texttt{\quad _go^\ _1, 1 \textand}
\texttt{\quad _write^\ "Performace\ level: ", 'L' \textand
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^_write^"Objective: ", 'G' and
^"write^"Specific objective: ", 'V', " ", 'S' and
Format of 'Obj': unable to decide and ^_go on^_ and
^_read^_ 'A'
;

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
It ^_is likely^_ Essay, 'Obj'
if
not (Level of 'Obj') = Knowledge or
not (Level of 'Obj') = Comprehension ;

^_Choose Essay^_ 'Obj'
if
It ^_is^_ Restricted Response, 'Obj', 'Format' and
(Format of 'Obj') := Restricted Response
or
It ^_is^_ Extended Response, 'Obj', 'Format' and
(Format of 'Obj') := Extended Response ;

^_tell user^_ 'Obj'
if
(Essay of Test) = Yes and (Include of 'Obj') := Yes or
(Include of 'Obj') := No and
^_show test format^_ 'Obj' and
^_system^_ 30037 ;

It ^_will be^_ Multiple Choice, 'Obj'
if
(Verb of 'Obj') = select or
(Verb of 'Obj') = discover or
(Verb of 'Obj') = identify or
(General of 'Obj') = justify methods/procedures or
(General of 'Obj') = interpret cause-effect relationships;

It ^_will be^_ Matching, 'Obj'
if
^_consider^_ Matching, 'Obj' and
^_make sure^_ Matching, 'Obj' ;

^_make sure^_ Matching, 'Obj'
if
^_cls^_ and
'G' := (General of 'Obj') and
'S' := (Specific of 'Obj') and
'V' := (Verb of 'Obj') and
^"write^" ", 'Obj', ". ", 'G' and
^"write^" "Specific Objective: ", 'V', ", " , 'S' and
^_display^_ 30031, Instruction, 40, 1 and
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"Sufficient number of homogenous premises & responses can obtained" and
(Format of 'Obj') := Matching or
^_tell^_ 30032, Task and (Format of 'Obj') := Multiple Choice;
^_consider^_ Matching, 'Obj'
if
(Verb of 'Obj') = match or
(Verb of 'Obj') = relate or
(General of 'Obj') = identify relationship between two things;

It ^_is^_ Restricted Response, 'Obj', 'Format'
if
(Verb of 'Obj') = explain or
(Verb of 'Obj') = categorize or
(Verb of 'Obj') = describe or
(Verb of 'Obj') = present or
(Verb of 'Obj') = formulate or
(Verb of 'Obj') = state;

It ^_is^_ Extended Response, 'Obj', 'Format'
if
(Verb of 'Obj') = compose or
(Verb of 'Obj') = write or
(Verb of 'Obj') = plan or
(Verb of 'Obj') = design or
(Verb of 'Obj') = produce or
(Verb of 'Obj') = organize or
(Verb of 'Obj') = express or
(Verb of 'Obj') = integrate or
(Verb of 'Obj') = create or
(Verb of 'Obj') = evaluate;

It ^_is^_ Short Answer, 'Obj'
if
(Verb of 'Obj') = compute or
(Verb of 'Obj') = calculate or
(General of 'Obj') = interpret diagrams/graphs or
(General of 'Obj') = translate verbal material to mathematical formulas or
(General of 'Obj') = solve mathematical problems;

%**********************************************************************
^_afterwords^_ "T", 'Format', 'Obj'
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if
^_show test format^_ 'Obj' and
'G' := (General of 'Obj') and
'L' := (Level of 'Obj') and
'V' := (Verb of 'Obj') and
not 'Format' = unable to decide and
^_3tell^_ 30006, Task, 'L', 'G', 'V' and
^_may-want explanation^_ 'Format' or ^_true^_;
%^_may change format^_ 'Obj' or ^_true^_;

^_show test format^_ 'Obj'
if
^_cls^_ and
'Format' := (Format of 'Obj') and
'T' := (Test Time of 'Obj') and
'G' := (General of 'Obj') and
'V' := (Verb of 'Obj') and
'S' := (Specific of 'Obj') and
'I' := (Include of 'Obj') and
^_write^_ "Objective ", 'Obj', ". ", 'G' and
^_write^_ "Specif Objective:", 'V', ", ", 'S' and
^_write^_ "Format: ", 'Format' and
^_write^_ "Time Needed: ", 'T', " min. " and
^_write^_ "Included in The Test: " ', 'I' ;

^_may change format^_ 'Obj'
if
^_show test format^_ 'Obj' and
^_read-no^_ "Do you want to change the test format for the
objective?" or
^_change it^_ 'Obj' and
^_show test format^_ 'Obj' ;

^_may-want explanation^_ 'Format'
if
^_see this^_ 'Format' and
^_see other^_ 'Format';

^_see this^_ 'Format'
if
(Instruction of User) = Yes and
('Format' of Format) = Yes and
^_ask again^_ 'Format' ;

^_see other^_ 'Format'
if
(Review of Format) = Yes and
^_may-want-all^_ or ^_true^_ ;
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^ask again^_ 'Format'
if
^read-yes^_ "Would you like the explanation on this test format?" and
("Format" of Format) := Yes and
^give explanation on format^_ 'Format'
or
("Format" of Format) := No ;

^may-want-all^_
if
^cls^_ and
^read-yes^_ "Would you like the explanation on the other test formats?" and
^show-the-user-all^_ or
(review of Format) := No ;

^show-the-user-all^_
if
^clean slot^_ Overview Format or
0.0 ^Choose Assistance^_ Explanation on Formats, F, Overview Format and
^for-every^_ Overview Format ^has-a^_ 'Slot'
^do^_ ^search for Yes^_ 'Slot' ;

^search for Yes^_ 'Slot'
if
'X' := ('Slot' of Overview Format) and
'X' = Yes and
^give explanation on format^_ 'Slot' or ^true^_ ;

^give explanation on format^_ 'Format'
if
^cls^_ and ^go^_ 20, 1 and
^write^_ "Choose Aspects of Instruction On ", 'Format' and
^clean slot^_ 'Format' or
1. ^choose aspects^_ 'Format' and
2. ^give aspects^_ 'Format' ;

1. ^choose aspects^_ 'Format'
if
^get the set^_ Explanation on Format, C and
^list-member^_ 'M', C and
("M" of 'Format') := Yes and ^fail^_ or ^no-backtrack^_ ;

2. ^give aspects^_ 'Format'
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if ^cls^_ and ^go^_ 20, 1 and
^write^_ "Explanation On ", 'Format' and
'Format' = Multiple Choice and ^_Multiple Choice^_ or
'Format' = Matching and ^_Matching^_ or
'Format' = True-False and ^_True-False^_ or
'Format' = Short Answer and ^_Short Answer^_ or
'Format' = Restricted Response and ^_Restricted Response^_ or
'Format' = Extended Response and ^_Extended Response^_ or
^true^_ ;

^_Multiple Choice^_
if
^_a concept^_ 3multi1, Characteristics, Multiple Choice and
^_a concept^_ 3multi2, Characteristics, Multiple Choice and
^_a concept^_ 3multi3, Usage, Multiple Choice and
^_a concept^_ 3multi4, Usage, Multiple Choice and
^_a concept^_ 3multi5, Advantages, Multiple Choice and
^_a concept^_ 3multi6, Limitations, Multiple Choice and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Constructing, Multiple Choice ;

^_Matching^_
if
^_a concept^_ 3format, Limitations and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Advantages and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Usage and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Characteristics and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Constructing ;

^_True-False^_ ^_
if
^_a concept^_ 3format, Limitations and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Advantages and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Usage and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Characteristics and
^_a concept^_ 3format, Constructing ;

^_Short Answer^_ ^_
if
^_a concept^_ 3short1, Characteristics, Short Answer and
^_a concept^_ 3short2, Usage, Short Answer and
^_a concept^_ 3short3, Usage, Short Answer and
^_a concept^_ 3short4, Usage, Short Answer and
^_a concept^_ 3short5, Advantages, Short Answer and
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4. `_Test Specification_`
   if
   4.0 `_Types of Test_` and
   0.0 `_Introduction_` Make A Plan For The Test and
   4.0 `_Review_` and
   4.1 `_draw_` the matrix and
   4.2 `_draw_` test outline and
   4.3 `_get_` the planned score and `_tell_` 40004, Task and
   `_cls_` and
   4.0 `_Summarize_` and `_cls_` and
   4.0 `_Synthesize_`;

4.0 `_Types of Test_`
if
'X' := (Purpose of Test) and
4.0 `_Which Type_` 'X' ;

4.0 `_Which Type_` 'X'
if
'_It is_` Placement, 'X' and (Type of Test) := Placement or
'_It is_` Formative, 'X' and (Type of Test) := Formative or
'_It is_` Summative, 'X' and (Type of Test) := Summative or
'_It is_` Diagnostic, 'X' and (Type of Test) := Diagnostic ;

'_It is_` Placement, 'X'
if
'X' = Training Readiness or 'X' = Learning Readiness or
'X' = Job Assignment or
'X' = Certifying and
'Y' := (Has Quota of Test?) and 'Y' = No;

'_It is_` Formative, 'X'
if
'X' = Training Evaluation and 'Y' := (Coverage of Test) and
'Y' = Instruction Unit or
'X' = Evaluation and 'Y' := (Coverage of Test) and 'Y' =
Instruction Unit;

'_It is_` Summative, 'X'
if
'X' = Certifying and 'Y' := (Has Quota of Test?) and 'Y' =
Yes or
'X' = Grading and 'Y' := (Coverage of Test) and 'Y' = Term
Course or
'X' = Evaluation and 'Y' := (Coverage of Test) and 'Y' =
Term Course;
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% Coaching .................................................................

* Variables are marked by '    '.

^display^_ 'X', 'Y', 'Col', 'Line'
if
    ('Y' of User) = Yes and
    ^msg^_ 'X', 'R' and
    _move-cursor-to^_ 'Col', 'Line' and
    _write-text^_ 'R' and ^_stop^_ or ^true^_ ;

^stay^_ 'X', 'Col', 'Line'
if
    ^msg^_ 'X', 'R' and
    _move-cursor-to^_ 'Col', 'Line' and
    _write-text^_ 'R' or ^ture^_ ;

^stop^_
if
    _go^_ 19, 21 and
    _write^_ "Press Enter Key to Continue" and
    _read^_ 'New' and
    _clear space^_ 21, 22;

^Press^_
if
    _go^_ 19, 21 and
    _write^_ "Press Enter Key to Continue" ;

^a concept^_ 'num', 'item', 'concept'
if
    ('item' of 'concept') = Yes and
    ^msg^_ 'num', 'ref' and _pop-text^_ 'ref' and ^go on^_ or ^true^_ ;

^Example^_ '1', 'Y', 'X'
if
    ('Y' of User) = Yes and
    ('X' of User) = Yes and ^go on^_ and
    ^msg^_ '1', 'Ref' and
    _pop-text^_ 'Ref', '1' or ^true^_ ;
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\_tell\_ 'X', 'Y', '1'
if
('Y' of User) = Yes and \_go on\_ and
\_msg\_ 'X', 'Ref' and
\_pop-text\_ 'Ref', '1' or \_true\_ ;

\_5tell\_ 'X', 'Y', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5'
if
('Y' of User) = Yes and \_go on\_ and
\_msg\_ 'X', 'Ref' and
\_pop-text\_ 'Ref', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5' or \_true\_ ;

\_3tell\_ 'X', 'Y', '1', '2', '3'
if
('Y' of User) = Yes and \_go on\_ and
\_msg\_ 'X', 'Ref' and
\_pop-text\_ 'Ref', '1', '2', '3' or \_true\_ ;

\_tell\_ 'X', 'Y'
if
('Y' of User) = Yes and \_go on\_ and
\_msg\_ 'X', 'Ref' and
\_pop-text\_ 'Ref' or \_true\_ ;

\_more\_ 'A'
if
\_read-yes\_ "Would you like further explanation on this
topic?" and
\_msg\_ 'A', 'Ref' and
\_pop-text\_ 'Ref' and \_go on\_ or \_true\_ ;

\_change it\_ 'Obj'
if
\_go\_ 45, 1 and \_msg\_ Format, 'R' and \_write-text\_ 'R'
and
\_pop-text-input\_ 'F',1, (Please type in the number of the
format you choose.)
and \_translate\_ 'F' and
(Format of 'Obj') := 'F' and
3.2 \_estimate time needed\_ 'Obj', 'F' ;

\_translate\_ 'F'
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if
'S' = 1 and 'F' := Multiple Choice or
'S' = 2 and 'F' := Matching or
'S' = 3 and 'F' := True-False or
'S' = 4 and 'F' := Short Answer or
'S' = 5 and 'F' := Restricted Response or
'S' = 6 and 'F' := Extended Response ;

^_more concepts^_ 'Topic', 'Set List'
if
^_read-yes^_ "Would you like further explanation on it?" and

^_get the set^_ 'Topic', 'Set List' and
^_list-member^_ 'M', 'Set List' and
('M' of 'Topic') := Yes and ^_fail^_ or ^_no-backtrack^_ ;

^_system^_ 'A'
if
^_go on^_ and
^_msg^_ 'A', 'Ref' and ^_pop-text^_ 'Ref' ;

% User Choose **********************
0.0 ^_Introduction^_ 'X', 'Y'
if
^_ask to^_ 'X' and
^_tell^_ 'Y', Unfamiliar and ^_tell^_ 10008, Unfamiliar and

^_read-yes^_ "Would you like to have assistance for this task?" and
(Assistance of User) := Yes and
^_display^_ 10008, Unfamiliar, 1, 1 and
0.0 ^_Choose Assistance^_ Assistance, Item, User and ^_cls^_ and
^_read-yes^_ "Would you like to have examples to illustrate the explanation?"
and (Example of User) := Yes or ^_true^_ ;

^_clean slot^_ 'Frame'
if
^_for-every^_ 'Frame' ^_has-a^_ 'Slot'
^_do^_ ^_clean^_ 'Frame', 'Slot' ;

^_clean^_ 'Frame', 'Slot'
if
('Slot' of 'Frame') := No ;
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Choose Assistance^_ 'Screen', 'List', 'Frame'
if
  get the set^_ 'Screen', 'List' and
  list-member^_ 'M', 'List' and
  ('M' of 'Frame') := Yes and _fail^_ or _no-backtrack^_ ;

  get the set^_ 'Topic', 'Set List'
  if
    list-assign^_ "[]", Set List and
    'X' ^_ is a choice for^_ 'Topic' and
    add to list^_ 'X', Set List and
    _fail^_ or
  set^_ 'Topic', 'Set List' ;

  add to list^_ 'M', 'L'
  if
    list-member^_ 'M', 'L' or list-add-member^_ 'M', 'L' ;

  set^_ 'Topic', 'Set List'
  if
    move^_ and
    dialog-build^_ Get Set and
    dialog-set-value^_ Get Set, Topic, 'Topic' and
    dialog-execute^_ Get Set, 'Exit Button' and
    dialog-get-set^_ Get Set, Set, 'Set List' and
    dialog-dispose^_ Get Set and
    _no-backtrack^_ and
  not 'Exit Button' = Esc and _no-backtrack^_ ;

* Variables are marked by ' '.
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Figure 4. Frames Used to Record Facts
Figure 5. Frames Used to Store Information Which has Inheritable Nature
Frame_: Reliability
{Parent_: Table
  {Slot_: Stability ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Equivalence ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Internal Consistency ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Relation With Other Concepts ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Factors Influencing Reliability ^Value^: }

Frame_: Comparing Format
{Parent_: Concept
  {Slot_: Phase ^Value^: 3
  {Slot_: Performance Measured ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Preparation of Questions ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Sampling of Course Content ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Control of Response ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Scoring ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Influence of Learning ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Reliability ^Value^: }

Frame_: Format
{Parent_: Concept
  {Slot_: Phase ^Value^: 3
  {Slot_: Short Answer ^Value^: Yes
  {Slot_: True-False ^Value^: Yes
  {Slot_: Multiple Choice ^Value^: Yes
  {Slot_: Extended Response ^Value^: Yes
  {Slot_: Restricted Response ^Value^: Yes
  {Slot_: Matching ^Value^: Yes
  {Slot_: Review ^Value^: Yes

Frame_: Overview Format
{Parent_: Concept
  {Slot_: Phase ^Value^: 3
  {Slot_: Short Answer ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: True-False ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Multiple Choice ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Extended Response ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Restricted Response ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Matching ^Value^: }

Frame_: Short Answer
{Parent_: Format
  {Slot_: Phase ^Value^: 3
  {Slot_: Advantages ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Limitations ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Characteristics ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Usage ^Value^: }
  {Slot_: Constructing ^Value^: }
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know common terms \_is a choice for\_ At Knowledge Level
know specific facts \_is a choice for\_ At Knowledge Level
know methods/procedures \_is a choice for\_ At Knowledge Level
Know principles \_is a choice for\_ At Knowledge Level
know basic concepts \_is a choice for\_ At Knowledge Level
understand facts/principles \_is a choice for\_ At Comprehension Level
interpret charts/graphs \_is a choice for\_ At Comprehension Level
interpret verbal material \_is a choice for\_ At Comprehension Level
translate verbal material to mathematical formulas \_is a\_ \^\_choice for\_ At Comprehension Level
estimate consequences implied in data \_is a choice for\_ At Comprehension Level
justify methods/procedures \_is a choice for\_ At Comprehension Level
apply theories to practical situations \_is a choice for\_ At Application Level
apply principles to new situations \_is a choice for\_ At Application Level
solve mathematical problems \_is a choice for\_ At Application Level
construct charts/graphs \_ is a choice for\_ At Application Level
correctly use a procedure \_is a choice for\_ At Application Level
recognize unstated assumptions \_is a choice for\_ At Analysis Level
recognize logical fallacies in reasoning \_is a choice for\_ At Analysis Level
distinguish between facts/inferences \_is a choice for\_ At Analysis Level
evaluate the relevancy of data \_is a choice for\_ At Analysis Level
analyze organizational structure of a work \_is a choice for\_ At Analysis Level
propose a plan for an experiment \_is a choice for\_ At Synthesis Level
write a creative short story \_is a choice for\_ At Synthesis Level
make a plan for solving a problem \_is a choice for\_ At Synthesis Level
propose a plan for an experiment \_is a choice for\_ At Synthesis Level
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Synthesis Level
formulate a scheme for classifying... ^_is a choice for^_ At
Synthesis Level

judge the value of a work ^_is a choice for^_ At Evaluation
Level
judge the adequacy of a conclusion ^_is a choice for^_ At
Evaluation Level
judge the value of a work/idea^_is a choice for^_ At
Evaluation Level

Instruction ^_is a choice for^_ Assistance
Purpose ^_is a choice for^_ Assistance
Procedure ^_is a choice for^_ Assistance
Task ^_is a choice for^_ Assistance
Advice ^_is a choice for^_ Assistance

% 3. Choose Test Format
******************************************************************************
Performance Measured ^_is a choice for^_ Comparing Format
Preparation of Questions^_is a choice for^_ Comparing Format
Sampling of Course Content ^_is a choice for^_ Comparing Format
Control of Response ^_is a choice for^_ Comparing Format
Scoring ^_is a choice for^_ Comparing Format
Influence of Learning ^_is a choice for^_ Comparing Format

Reliability ^_is a choice for^_ Comparing Format

Advantages ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Format
Limitations ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Format
Characteristics ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Format
Usage ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Format

Multiple Choice ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Formats
Matching ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Formats
True-False ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Formats
Short Answer ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Formats
Restricted Response ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Formats
Extended Response ^_is a choice for^_ Explanation on Formats

Multiple Choice ^_is a choice for^_ Review on Formats
Matching ^_is a choice for^_ Review on Formats
True-False ^_is a choice for^_ Review on Formats
Short Answer ^_is a choice for^_ Review on Formats
Restricted Response ^_is a choice for^_ Review on Formats
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Extended Response \_is a choice for\_ Review on Formats

% 4. Table of Specification
************
Content Validity \_is a choice for\_ Review Concept
Test Types \_is a choice for\_ Review Concept

Content Validity \_is a choice for\_ Validity
Criterion-Related Validity \_is a choice for\_ Validity
Construct Validity \_is a choice for\_ Validity
Relation With Other Concepts \_is a choice for\_ Validity

Stability \_is a choice for\_ Reliability
Equivalence \_is a choice for\_ Reliability
Internal Consistency \_is a choice for\_ Reliability
Relation With Other Concepts \_is a choice for\_ Reliability

Easy to Administre \_is a choice for\_ Usability
Time for Administration \_is a choice for\_ Usability
Easy to Score \_is a choice for\_ Usability
Easy to Interpretation \_is a choice for\_ Usability
Equivalent Forms \_is a choice for\_ Usability
Cost of Testing \_is a choice for\_ Usability

Placement Test \_is a choice for\_ Test Types
Formative Test \_is a choice for\_ Test Types
Summative Test \_is a choice for\_ Test Types
Diagnostic Test \_is a choice for\_ Test Types

\_is a choice for\_
\_is a choice for\_

Validity \_is a choice for\_ Topics
Reliability \_is a choice for\_ Topics
Usability \_is a choice for\_ Topics
Test Types \_is a choice for\_ Topics
\_is a choice for\_
\_is a choice for\_
\_is a choice for\_
\_is a choice for\_
\_is a choice for\_
\_is a choice for\_
\_is a choice for\_

^Z^Z
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% Purpose  ***************************************************
^_msg^_ 400, (
   Why Construct A Test Specification
A test, no matter how extensive, is almost always a sample of the many possible test items that could be included. That means that our limited samples must be selected in such a way that they provide as representative a sample as possible in each of the various areas for which the test is being developed.
)pur/400)

% Procedure  ***************************************************
^_msg^_ 40040, (   How to Build A Test Specification
A test specification is in the form of a table.
Building the table of test specification involves:
1. obtaining the list of instructional objectives
2. outlining course content
3. preparing a matrix specifying the nature of
   the desired test sample
)pro/40040)

^_msg^_ 40001, (The test specification is used a tool to obtain
a representative sample which include the objectives
with the greatest importance and reflect the purpose
of the test. It is the blueprint of the test design.
in/40001)

% Intention
^_msg^_ 4table1, ({4table1
   What is Table of Test Specification
The table of specification is set up as
a general evaluation plan. It is a blueprint
of a test which indicates the relative
emphasis given to each aspect of evaluation.
})

^_msg^_ 4table2, ({4table2
   Content Validity
The content of a course or curriculum may be broadly defined to include both subject matter content and performance objectives.
})

Figure 7. Canned Messages
Content Validity
The content area is concerned with the topics to be learned, and the performance objectives are concerned with types of performance learners are expected to demonstrate (e.g., knows, comprehends, applies).

Content Validity
Both of these aspects are of concern in determining content validity. We would like to any test that we construct, or select, to provide results that that are representative of both the content areas and the objectives we wish to measure.

Table of Test Specification with Content Validity
Table of Specification is a device which is used to obtain a representative sample of testees' performance in each of the areas to be measured, so we say the table of specification is a device to ensure content validity in test design.

Table of Test Specification with Content Validity
The table indicates the sample of learning tasks to be measured and the closer the test items correspond to the specific sample, the greater the likelihood of having satisfactory content validity.

How to Build A Test Specification
It is a two-way chart which relates the performance objectives to the tested content area.

Figure 7. Canned Messages
How to Build A Test Specification
It is a matter of analyzing the content and tasks included in the evaluation instrument and the domain of outcomes to be measured and judging the degree of correspondence between them.)

What Do You Need Before Build A Test Specification
To construct a table of specification, we need
1. a list of instructional objectives
2. the course of content.

How to Build A Test Specification
The performance level of the general objectives are listed across the top of the table, the major areas of content down the left side.

How to Build A Test Specification
The value of each cell indicate what proportion of the test items should be devoted to each objective and each area of content, which reflect the emphysis and intention of the test designer.

% Instruction
*****************************************************************************

By developing a test plan using the test specification the content validity is ensured. However, content validity is only one of several factors which effects the quality of a test instrument.

Figure 7. Canned Messages
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Appendix 3

Formative Evaluation Questionnaires
Evaluation Questions to Domain Experts

Problem Solving Aspect

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
3. By using the system an instructor will develop a test of good quality. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
4. Are there any important issues missing?
5. Are there any important features missing?
6. What are the best features of the system?
7. Where should it be modified?

External Performance

8. It gives the user easy access to alternatives. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
9. It asks questions in a consistent manner. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
10. The advice is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
11. The advice is relevant and adequate. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
12. The justification states underlying reasoning. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
13. The justification is adequate. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
14. It is easy to use as software. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
15. The screen display is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
16. It reduces time of the administrative tasks. Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Very likely

Knowledge Representation Aspect

17. It depicts the expertise properly. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
18. The objects, variables & their values are complete Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
19. The structure of representation is similar to your perception of the domain Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
Evaluation Questions to Computer Experts

**Problem Solving Aspect**

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. What are the best features of the system?
3. Where should it be modified?
4. This content appears appropriate for using an expert system.

**External Performance**

5. It outputs results in a reasonable amount of time. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
6. It asks questions in a consistent manner.
7. The advice is clear.
8. It is easy to use as software.
9. The screen display is clear.

**Knowledge Representation Aspect**

10. The structure of representation is coherent. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
11. The structure of representation is adequate to retrieve, store and analyze data easily.
12. The design of the inference engine is adequate for efficient inference. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
Evaluation Questions to End Users

**Problem Solving Aspect**

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. \hspace{2cm} Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
3. What are the best features of the system? \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
4. Where should it be modified?
5. I would like such a tool to assist me in my test design work.

**External Performance**

6. It reduces design time of the administrative tasks. \hspace{2cm} Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Very likely
7. It gives me easy access to alternatives. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
8. It asks questions in a consistent manner. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
9. The advice is meaningful to me. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
10. It improves my understanding of test design. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
11. The assistance is tailored to my needs. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
12. I like the structure of the assistance. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
13. It is easy to use as software. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
14. The screen display is clear. \hspace{2cm} Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
Appendix 4

Evaluation Results
Evaluation Questions to Domain Expert 1

**Problem Solving Aspect**

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
3. By using the system an instructor will develop a test of good quality. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
4. Are there any important issues missing? decision orientation requirement on testing
5. Are there any important features missing? step by step guidance
6. What are the best features of the system? 
7. Where should it be modified?

**External Performance**

8. It gives the user easy access to alternatives. unclear yet
9. It asks questions in a consistent manner. yes, not directive enough yet
10. The advice is clear. sometimes
11. The advice is relevant and adequate. is relevant, not adequate yet
12. The justification states underlying reasoning. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
13. The justification is adequate. Poorly 1 2 3 4 5 Very well
14. It is easy to use as software. cannot determine yet
15. The screen display is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
16. It reduces time of the administrative tasks. cannot determine yet

**Knowledge Representation Aspect**

17. It depicts the expertise properly. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
18. The objects, variables & their values are complete earlier part - no; later part yes
19. The structure of representation is similar to your perception of the domain. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
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Evaluation Questions to Domain Expert 2

Problem Solving Aspect

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly Agree
3. By using the system an instructor will develop a test of good quality. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
4. Are there any important issues missing? a dynamic map to show where you are & doing what.
5. Are there any important features missing?
6. What are the best features of the system?
7. Where should it be modified? test data processing and reporting

External Performance

8. It gives the user easy access to alternatives. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly Agree
9. It asks questions in a consistent manner. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much Agree
10. The advice is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much Agree
11. The advice is relevant and adequate. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much Agree
12. The justification states underlying reasoning. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very well Agree
13. The justification is adequate. Poorly 1 2 3 4 5 Very well Agree
14. It is easy to use as software. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very well Agree
15. The screen display is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very Agree
16. It reduces time of the administrative tasks. cannot determine yet

Knowledge Representation Aspect

17. It depicts the expertise properly. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much Agree
18. The objects, variables & their values are complete Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much Agree
19. The structure of representation is similar to your perception of the domain. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much Agree
### Evaluation Questions to Computer Expert 1

**Problem Solving Aspect**

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems.  
   Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree

2. What are the best features of the system?  
   user interface and explanations

3. Where should it be modified?  
   Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very

4. This content appears appropriate for using an expert system.  

**External Performance**

5. It outputs results in a reasonable amount of time.  
   Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree

6. It asks questions in a consistent manner.  
   Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very

7. The advice is clear.  
   Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very

8. It is easy to use as software.  
   It is too early to judge.

9. The screen display is clear.  
   Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very

**Knowledge Representation Aspect**

10. The structure of representation is coherent.  
    It is too early to judge.

11. The structure of representation is adequate to retrieve, store and analyze data easily.  
    Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very

12. The design of the inference engine is adequate for efficient inference.  
    Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
Evaluation Questions to Computer Expert 2

Problem Solving Aspect

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems.  Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. What are the best features of the system?
3. Where should it be modified?
4. This content appears appropriate for using an expert system.  Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very

External Performance

5. It outputs results in a reasonable amount of time  Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
6. It asks questions in a consistent manner.  Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
7. The advice is clear.  Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
8. It is easy to use as software.  Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
9. The screen display is clear.  Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very

Knowledge Representation Aspect

10. The structure of representation is coherent.  Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
11. The structure of representation is adequate to retrieve, store and analyze data easily.  Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
12. The design of the inference engine is adequate for efficient inference.  did not know
Evaluation Questions to End User 1

Problem Solving Aspect

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
3. What are the best features of the system?
4. Where should it be modified?
5. I would like such a tool to assist me in my test design work. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much

External Performance

6. It reduces design time of the administrative tasks. Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Very likely
7. It gives me easy access to alternatives. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
8. It asks questions in a consistent manner. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
9. The advice is meaningful to me.
10. It improves my understanding of test design. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
11. The assistance is tailored to my needs.
12. I like the structure of the assistance. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
13. It is easy to use as software. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
14. The screen display is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
Evaluation Questions to End User 2

**Problem Solving Aspect**

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
3. What are the best features of the system? 
4. Where should it be modified? Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
5. I would like such a tool to assist me in my test design work.

**External Performance**

6. It reduces design time of the administrative tasks. Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Very likely
7. It gives me easy access to alternatives. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
8. It asks questions in a consistent manner. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
9. The advice is meaningful to me. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
10. It improves my understanding of test design. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
11. The assistance is tailored to my needs. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
12. I like the structure of the assistance. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
13. It is easy to use as software. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
14. The screen display is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
Evaluation Questions to End User 3

Problem Solving Aspect

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
3. What are the best features of the system?
4. Where should it be modified? Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
5. I would like such a tool to assist me in my test design work.

External Performance

6. It reduces design time of the administrative tasks. Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Very likely
7. It gives me easy access to alternatives. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
8. It asks questions in a consistent manner. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
9. The advice is meaningful to me. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
10. It improves my understanding of test design. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
11. The assistance is tailored to my needs. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
12. I like the structure of the assistance. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
13. It is easy to use as software. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
14. The screen display is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
Evaluation Questions to End User 4

Problem Solving Aspect

1. The system deals with non-trivial problems. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree
2. It reduces difficulties in the design task. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
3. What are the best features of the system? Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
4. Where should it be modified?

External Performance

6. It reduces design time of the administrative tasks. Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Very likely
7. It gives me easy access to alternatives. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
8. It asks questions in a consistent manner. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
9. The advice is meaningful to me. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
10. It improves my understanding of test design. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Significantly
11. The assistance is tailored to my needs. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
12. I like the structure of the assistance. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much
13. It is easy to use as software. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
14. The screen display is clear. Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very
Appendix 5

User's Manual
User's Manual

At present stage, TAA has not been wrapped up as a stand alone application, therefore, it is to be run in its programming mode. This manual explains how to run the six separated knowledge bases.

Figure 1 of this appendix is the algorithm for starting system operation. The messages in the user's manual are detailed explanations of the tasks indicated in Figure 1, and the number of the following messages corresponding to the task number in the algorithm in Figure 1.

Figure 2 of this appendix is a list of files designated to each of the six knowledge bases. You may use the list to check whether or not all of the files of a particular knowledge base are loaded into that knowledge base before you can run the knowledge base.

In the following messages, **Bold** characters are those which should be typed in or pressed by you during an operation, and **underlined** ones are the Intelligent Compiler operation messages or the operation commands of Intelligent Compiler displayed in the pull down menus.

If you want to know more about the operation of Intelligent Compiler, please consult its user's manual in Computer Lab of Education Department, Concordia University.

1. Before run a knowledge base (application) make sure that the Intelligent Compiler version 2.1 has been properly installed on an IBM PC of = or > one megabyte memory and with a monochrome monitor. If you want to see the coding of the program, then you need a color monitor in order to tell the predicates from the other components of the program.

2. Please refer to the manual of Intelligent Compiler for the procedures on how to install the application.

3. You can enter a knowledge base by typing **ICE** (representing Intelligent Compiler Editor) at DOS level. Each of the knowledge bases is supposed to be named
uniquely and Intelligent Compiler will tell you the name of **current knowledge base** already loaded for operation.

A knowledge base cannot be run unless the knowledge base is loaded. And please make sure that the current knowledge base loaded is the one you want to run.

4. If the name under the **current knowledge base** is not the knowledge base you want, press F10 key on the keyboard to go to the editing menu on the top of your screen. Then pull down Quit menu and use an appropriate arrow key to point to New knowledge base and press return ("--" or ret) to tell Intelligent Compiler that you want to load a knowledge base. After that, Intelligent Compiler will ask you to type in the name of the knowledge base you want to run under the title of **Current Knowledge Base**.

After you have tried to load a knowledge base, a message of **Knowledge base does not exist** indicates either a typing mistake(s) is in the knowledge base name that you just typed or no such a knowledge base has been established. If there is a typing mistake(s) in the knowledge base name, you may retype the correct one; otherwise, go to the step 4 to 'establish' a new knowledge base.

5. If a knowledge base is run for the first time on the machine you are using, you need to 'establish' that knowledge base there. To establish a knowledge you can type in any thing as the name of the new knowledge base and press return ("--" or ret) on your keyboard. Also, write down and remember that name for later operation.

6. To run a knowledge base you must have all of its files loaded, therefore, after you have set up a knowledge base, you need to check whether or not all the files of the knowledge base are loaded into the knowledge base.

Please refer to Figure 2 of this appendix to see the names of the files designated to each knowledge base and press F2 on your keyboard to see which file(s) are already loaded into the knowledge base.

To load a file into the knowledge, please pull down the **File** menu and use an appropriate arrow key to point to **Open File** and press return ("--" or ret). Type in a
file name of the knowledge base files when Intelligent Compiler asks you the File Name.
Repeat the above mentioned procedure until all of the files have been loaded into the
knowledge base. You need load the files into the knowledge base only once instead of
every time you run that knowledge base.

7. After you have loaded all of the files needed into a knowledge base, you should
exit the Edit mode and go to the Run mode. To go to the Run mode, you press F10 key
to go to the editing menu. Then pull down the Compiler in the menu, use an appropriate
arrow key to point to either Compile without saving or to Save and Compile and press
return ("--" or ret). During the transaction, Intelligent Compiler will automatically load
all the files into the compiling mode.

8. After the loading is completed, pull down the Compile menu on the top of the
screen, use an appropriate arrow key to point to Run and press return ("--" or ret).

9. If you want to run another knowledge base, you should go back to the Edit
mode to load the knowledge base into the operation. To go back to the Edit mode, use an
appropriate arrow key to point to Editor and press return ("--" or ret).

10. If you want to run the knowledge base again, stay in the Run mode. Pull down
the Run menu, use an appropriate arrow key to point to Rerun and press return ("--" or
ret).

* To exit the operation in the Run mode, pull down the Quit menu, use an
appropriate arrow key to point to Done, exit and press return ("--" or ret).

* To exit the operation in the Edit mode, you press F10 key on the key board to
go to the menu, then pull down the Quit menu, use an appropriate arrow key to point to
Quit without saving and press return ("--" or ret).
Figure 1. Algorithm for Starting System Operation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KB</th>
<th>TOP</th>
<th>BWD</th>
<th>BWD</th>
<th>FBS</th>
<th>FRM</th>
<th>LST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>WHOLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TEST1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>CONCEPT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>TEST2</td>
<td>CHOICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SPECIFIC</td>
<td>WHOLE</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VERB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td>WHOLE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TEST3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>LL0</td>
<td>WHOLE</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>COACH4</td>
<td>SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TEST4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>TEST4</td>
<td>SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL2</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td>O1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3</td>
<td></td>
<td>SET</td>
<td>COACH4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LLA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>TEST5</td>
<td>SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>WHOLE</td>
<td>SET</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COACH5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>WHOLE</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COACH6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TEST6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **KB** = knowledge base
- **TOP** = top file
- **BWD** = backward chaining rule file
- **FBS** = fact base file
- **FRM** = frame file
- **LST** = list file

Figure 2. Files in Knowledge Bases
Appendix 6

Objects and Their Values
Objects and Their Values

TAA uses frames and lists to record factual knowledge for its inference and operation. Most of the objects are represented in a form of frames and other are represented in a form of list; therefor, in the following description, an object is equivalent to a list, and the values of an object in a frame are equivalent to the items in a particular list.

In the next six pages, there are six matrixes exhibiting the objects and their values used in TAA's inference. The objects and their values are displayed according to a input/out classification which does not reveal how the objects and their values interact with each other during the inference.

The six matrixes correspond to the six knowledge bases respectively. On the top of each matrix is the description of the major task of a knowledge base. For instance, on the top of the first matrix, "1. Get Information" means the matrix describes objects and their values of the first knowledge base for getting information before developing a test. The number and title of each matrix are consistent with the figures in the appendix 1 (Task Map of Achievement Test Design Process)

Items following **User input** of the column A represent the information which will be put into TAA by the user.

Items following **Internal input** of the column A represent the information that the machine will retrieve from the fact base for its inference.

Items following **Internal output** of the column A represent the conclusions that TAA draw. The conclusions will be recorded into the fact base of the system, but they will not necessary be represented to a user upon the conclusions are formulated.

Items following **External output** of the column A represent the information or conclusions which will be represented to the user.
**Bold Characters**, such as "**purpose**" in the column B of "**1. Get Information**" sheet, is the name of an object. The items under an object are the values that the object takes.

An object may have a description in a bracket, for instance, in "**purpose (training)**", the values under it are restricted to a training environment and "training readiness, training evaluation, job assignment, and certify" are the four possible values assigned to the object "**purpose (training)**". An objective may take "yes" or "no" as its values. For instance, "yes" or "no" under the object of "**training of user**" indicates whether or not a user has had training in the achievement test design. For an object may take any value that a user puts in, such as giving a name to a test. The value of such an object will be indicated by a question mark (?). An object may take a value of "**not defined yet**" where the values of the object are not defined yet.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Get Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>user input</td>
<td></td>
<td>assistance of user</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>training of user</td>
<td></td>
<td>unfamiliar (with TAA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>name of (test)</td>
<td></td>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>setting</td>
<td></td>
<td>term course education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>term course education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>instruction unit training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>research</td>
<td></td>
<td>research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>purpose (training)</td>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>times (1,2,3,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>purpose (education)</td>
<td></td>
<td>speed</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>purpose (research)</td>
<td></td>
<td>diagnose errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>training readiness</td>
<td></td>
<td>content area</td>
<td>content area</td>
<td>content area</td>
<td>number of tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>learner readiness</td>
<td></td>
<td>content area</td>
<td>content area</td>
<td>content area</td>
<td>number of tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>not defined yet</td>
<td></td>
<td>content area (research)</td>
<td>number of tests</td>
<td>education</td>
<td>test time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>times (1,2,3,4)</td>
<td>machine</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>professional knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1,2,3,4) ...</td>
<td>? grade</td>
<td>? (minutes)</td>
<td>machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>arts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>social science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>supervision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>professional knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>internal input</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>intention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>internal output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td>power test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>Objects &amp; Their Values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2. Formulate Objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>user input</td>
<td>general objective</td>
<td>specific objective</td>
<td>verb (choose from a verb list)</td>
<td>performance level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>comprehension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>synthesis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>internal output</td>
<td>number of objectives</td>
<td>row number of matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Objects &amp; Their Values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Choose Test Format</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>essay</td>
<td>write essay</td>
<td>has sufficient number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>(to be included) (testees can)</td>
<td>homogenous premises &amp; responses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(for a possible matching item)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>internal input</td>
<td>how score?</td>
<td>no. of testee</td>
<td>grade</td>
<td>performance level</td>
<td>general objective</td>
<td>specific</td>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>machine</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td>justify methods/procedures</td>
<td>objective</td>
<td>select</td>
<td>compose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>comprehension</td>
<td>interpret cause-effect relationships</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>discover</td>
<td>write</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>analysis</td>
<td>use the methods in a new situation</td>
<td>identify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>identify relationship between two things</td>
<td>match</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td>interpret diagrams/graphs</td>
<td>relate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>synthesis</td>
<td>translate verbal material to mathematical formulas</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>internal output</td>
<td>resource of test essay</td>
<td>education</td>
<td>item format</td>
<td>test time of each test item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>(to use essay)</td>
<td>(to be included) (for essay)</td>
<td>extended response</td>
<td>restricted response</td>
<td>min. (1, 2, 3, )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>output to user</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objects and Their Values
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Construct Test Specification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>user input</td>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>subtotal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(of topics)</td>
<td>(of levels of performance)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>internal input</td>
<td>purpose</td>
<td>purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>training readiness</td>
<td>learner readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>training evaluation</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>job assignment</td>
<td>grading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>certify</td>
<td>certify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>diagnose errors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>internal output</td>
<td>type of test</td>
<td>cell values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>placement</td>
<td>(score values at each topic with (of a test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>formative</td>
<td>each level of performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>summative</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>diagnostic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>output to user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objects and Their Values
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Input</th>
<th>change the specification</th>
<th>delete obj.</th>
<th>add obj.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Input</th>
<th>general objectives</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>coverage</th>
<th>pretest?</th>
<th>time of test</th>
<th>testing time</th>
<th>score value</th>
<th>item no.</th>
<th>performance level</th>
<th>obj. mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>translate verbal material to mathematical formulas;</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>min (30..)</td>
<td>(an obj.)</td>
<td>per minute</td>
<td>(each objective) knowledge</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>comprehension</td>
<td>analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solve mathematical problems;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know vocabulary;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Output</th>
<th>item (no.) of obj.</th>
<th>items of test</th>
<th>Min. score value</th>
<th>item mark</th>
<th>obj. mark</th>
<th>tables</th>
<th>cell difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4,...</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4,...</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4,...</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4,...</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4,...</td>
<td>specification</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4,...</td>
<td>draft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output to User</th>
<th>objectives (tested in the test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectives and Their Values
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Write Test Items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>user input</td>
<td>test items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>internal input</td>
<td>objectives</td>
<td>objectives</td>
<td>item total of the test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>page of essay</td>
<td>topic</td>
<td></td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>verb used</td>
<td>general</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>performance level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>format</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>item time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>number of items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>item mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>output to user</td>
<td>test items by format</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Objects and Their Values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>